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IN THE MATil'ER OF

ALBERT GREENBERG AND P. D. BERGEN , DOING
BUSINESS AS ALLIED DISTRIBUTORS
COMPLAINT , FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
AN
OF SEC. 5 OF
5661.

Docket

Complaint , Ju, ne

1949-Dec'ision, June

1'1

, 1952

Where an individual engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale of various
ldnds of push cards and punchboards, which, bearing explanatory legends or
space therefor, were designed for and used only in the sale of merchandise'
to the consuming public through means of games of chance, under plans:
whereby purchasers who, by chance, selected certain specified numbers , received articles of merchandise without additional cost at much less than the
normal retail price , others l'ecei ving nothing for their money other than the

privilege of a push or punchSold and distributed such devices to manufacturers of and dealers in candy, cigarettes , clocl.:s, razors , jewelry, cosmetics, clothing and other articles, assort~
ments of which , along with said devices, made up by dealers , were exposed
and sold by the direct or indirect retailer purchasers to the purchasing public
in accordance with aforesaid sales plans, involving a game of chance or the

chance to procure articles at much less than their normal retail
prices; and

sale of a

Thereby supplied to and placed in the hands of others the means of conducting
lotteries , games of chance, or gift enterprises in the sale and distribution of

their merchandise, in violation of an established public policy of the United
States Government;

With the result, because of the element of chance involved, that many members
of the purchasing public were induced to trade or deal with such retailers,
many retailers were induced to deal with suppliers of such assortments , and
gambling among members of the public was taught and encouraged, to their
injury:
That such acts and practices under the circumstances set forth , were all
Held,
to the prejudice and injury of the public , and constituted unfair acts and
practices.
Before

j~frr. Abner E. LipscO1n.b hearing examiner.

for the Commission.
of
Portland , Oreg. , for respondents.
~b'. John F. Reynolds

~f1'. J.

TV. B1' ookfield ,

Jr.

COl\IPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal

l1aving reason to believe that Albert Greenberg
,
individuals
and copartners trading as Allied Disand P. D. Bergen
,
hereinafter
referred
to as respondents , have violated the
tributors
Trade Commission ,

, and it

appearing to the
provisions of said Act
would be in
in
respect
thereof
proceeding by it

Commission that a

the public interest
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hereby issues its c?mplaint and states its charges in that respect
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents , Albert Greenberg and P. D. Bergen
are individuals and copartners trading and doing business as Allied
Distributors , with their office and principal place of business located
Ht 417 S. 'V. T"elfth Street , in the city of Portland , Oregon.
Respondents are now and for more than three years last past have
heen eng~lged in the manufacture of devices commonly known as push

(cards and punchboards , and in the sale and distribution of said devices

to manufacturers of , and dealers in , -various articles of merchandise
in commerce between and among the various States of the United
States, and in the District of Columbia , and to dealers in various articles of merchandise located within the several States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
R.espondents cause and have

transported from their place

caused said devices when sold to be

of business in the State of

Oregon to

purchasers thereof at their points of location in the various States of
the United States other than Oregon and in the District of Columbia.
There is now and has been for more than three years last past a course
of trade in such devices by said respondents in commerce hetween and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course

and conduct of their said business as described

in Paragraph One hereof , respondents sell and distribute , and have
sold and distributed , to said manufacturers of and dealers in merchandise , push cards and punchboards so prepared and arranged as
to involve games of chance , gift enterprises or lottery schemes when
used in making sales of merehandise to the consuming public. Respondents sell and distribute , and have sold and distributed many
kinds of push cards and punchboards , but all of said devices involve
the same chance or lottery features when used in connection with the
sale or distribution of merchandise and vary only in detail.
:Many of said push cards and punchboards have printed on the faces
thereof certain legends or instructions that explain the maIlller in

whieh said devices are to be used or may be used in the sale or distribution of various specified articJes of

merchandise. The, prices

of

the sales on said push cards and punchboards vary in accordance with
the individual device. Each purchaser is entitled to one punch or
push from the push card or punchboard , and when a. push or punch
is made , a disc or printed slip is separated from the push card or punchboard and a number is disclosed. The numbers are effectively concealed from purchasers and prospective purchasers until a selection
has been made and the push or punch completed. Certain specified
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numbers entitle purchasers to designated articles of merchandise.
Persons securing lucky or winning numbers receive articles of mer'chandise without additional cost at prices which are much less than
the normal retail price of said articles of me-rchandise. Persons who
do not secure such lucky or winning numbers receive nothing for
their mone.y other than the privilege of making a push or punch from
said card or board. The articles of Inerchandise are thus distributed
to the consuming or purchasing public wholly by lot or chance. '
Others of said push card and punchboard devices have no instructions or legends thereon but have blank spaces provided therefor.
On those push eards and punchboards the purchasers thereof plaee
instructions or legends which have the same import and meaning as
the instructions or legends placed by the respondents on said push
card and punchboard devices first hereinabove described. The only
use to be made of said push card and punchboard devices , and the only
manner in which they are used , by the ultimate purchasers thereof
is in combination with other merchandise so as to enable said ultimate
purchasers to sell or distribute said other merchandise by means of
lot or chanee, as

hereinabove alleged.

PAR. 3. :Many persons , firms and eorporations who sell and distribute , and have sold and distributed , candy, eigarettes , clocks , razors
jewelry, cosmeties , clothing,

and other articles of merehandise in

commerce between and among the various States of the United States
and in the Distriet of Columbia , purchase and have purchased re-

spondents ' said push card and punchboard deviees , and pack and
assemble , and have packed and assembled , assortments eomprised of

various articles of merchandise , together with said push eard and
punehboard devices. Retail dealers who have purchased said assortments either direetly or indirectly have exposed the same to the purchasing public and have sold or distributed said articles of merchandise by means of said push cards and punchboards in accordance with
the sales plan as described in Paragraph Two hereof. Because of the
element of chance involved in connection with the sale and distribution of said merchandise by means of said push

cards and punch-

boards , many members of the purchasing public have been

induced

to trade or deal with retail dealers selling or distributing said merAs a result thereof many retail dealers

chandise by means thereof.

have been induced to deal with or trade with manufacturers ,

whole-,

sale dealers and jobbers who sell and distribute said merchandise
together with said devices.
PAR. 4. The sale of merchandise to the purchasing public through
the use of , or by means of , such devices in the mannei' above alleged
involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to procure articles of
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merchandise at prices much less than the normal retail price thereof
and teaches and encourages gambling among members of the public
all to the injury of the public. The use of said sales plan or methods
in the sale of merchandise and the sale of merchandise by and through
the use thereof , and by the aid of said sales plan or method is a practice which is contrary to an established

public policy of the

ment of the United States and in violation of

Govern-

criminal laws ,

and

constitutes unfair acts and practices in said commerce.
The sale or distribution of said push card and punchboard devices
by respondents as hereinabove

alleged supplies to and places in the

hands of others the means of conducting lotteries , games of chance or
gift enterprises in the sale or distribution of their

merchandise. The

respondents thus supply to , and place in the hands of , said persons
firms and corporations the means of , and instrumentalities for , engaging in unfair acts and practices within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as hereinabove alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
constitute unfair acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT , FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS , AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on June 1 , 1949 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents
Albert Greenberg and P. D. Beugen (erroneously named in the com-

plaint as P. D. Bergen) charging said respondents with the use of
unfair acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions
of said Act. No answer having been filed to said complaint within
the time permitted under the Commission s Rules of Practice , hearings

were held at which testimony and other evidence in support of and in
opposition to the allegations of the complaint were introduced before
a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore designated by it
and such testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in
the office of the Commission. Thereafter , upon motion of counsel for
respondent Albert Greenberg, the hearing examiner permitted said
respondent to file his answer to said complaint. Said answer of
respondent Albert Greenberg, which was filed subject to the condition

Commission take no action herein until its final determination
Company, Inc. , Docket No. 5561
admits all of the material allegations of fact in said complaint and

that the

of thematter of Superior Products

waives all intervening procedure , including the filing of a

recom-

mended decision by the hearing examiner, but specifically reserves the
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right of appeal from any decision entered by the Commission herein.
Upon motion of counsel supporting the complaint , all of the testimony
taken herein other than that relating to respondent P. D. Beugen was
stricken from the record.
Thereafter , this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing
before the

Commission upon the aforesaid complaint , the answer of

respondent Albert Greenberg, the testimony and other evidence ,

and
the recommended decision of the hearing examiner as to respondent

(the recommended decision as to respondent Albert
Greenberg having been specifically waived , no briefs having been filed
and oral argument not having been requested , and the Commission in
P. D. Beugen

the meantime having issued its order to cease and desist in the matter
of Superior Products Company, Inc. ) ; and the Commission , having
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
premises , finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public

and makes this its findings

as to the facts and its conclusion

drawn

therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

Albert Greenberg is an individual tradwith his office and principal place of business at 417 Southwest Twelfth Street, Portland
Oregon. Respondent P. D. Beugen (erroneously named in the complaint herein as P. D. Bergen), an individual residing at 3934 Northeast Fortieth Street , Portland , Oregon , was connected with the said
business of respondent Albert Greenberg only in the capacity of an
ing and doing business as Allied Distributors ,

employee and in that capacity only for a portion of the year 1947.

therefore , being of the opinion that the allegations
of the complaint should be dismissed as to P. D. Beugen , the ternl
respondent as used hereinafter will refer to respondent Albert Green-

The Commission ,

berg only.

Respondent , for more than five years last past , has been engaged in
the manufacture of devices commonly known as push cards and punchboards , and in the sale and distribution of said devices to manufac- '
tlll~ers of , and dealers in , various articles of merchandise in commerce
between and among the various states of the United States , and in the
District of Columbia , and to dealers in various articles of merchandise located within the several states of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
Respondent causes said devices , when sold ,

to be transported from
Oregon to purchasers thereof at
their points of location in the various states of the United States
other than Oregon , and in the District of Columbia. There has been
for more than five years last past a course of trade in such devices by
his place of business in the State of
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said responclent in commerce between and among the

various states

of the United States and in the District of Cohm1hia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his said business , respondent
sells and distributes to said manufacturers of and dealers in merchandise , push cards and punchboards so prepared and arranged as to
involve games of chance , gift enterprises or lottery schemes when
used in making sales of merchandise to the consuming public.

Respondent sells and distributes many kinds of push cards and punchboards , but all of said devices involve the same chance or lottery

features ",hen used in c.onnection

with the sale or distribution of

merc.ha ndise and vary only in detail.
:Many of said push cards

and punchboarcls

have printed on the

faces thereof certain legends or i~lstructions that explain the manner
in which said devices are to be used or may be used in the sale or
distribution of various specified

articles of merchandise. The prices

of the sales on said push cards and pullchboards vary in accordance
with the individnal device. Each purc.haser is entitled to one. punch
or push from the. push card or punchboarcL and when a push or punch
is made , a disc or printed number is disclosed. The numbers aTe
effectively concealed from the purchasers

and prospective purehasers

until a selection has been made and the push or punch

completed.

Certain specified numbers entitle puI'chnsers to designated articles of
merchandise. Persons securing lucky or ",inning numbers receive
articles of merchandise without additional cost at prices which are
much less than the normal retail price of said articles of merchandise.
Persons who do not secure such lucky or winning numbers receive
nothing for their money other than the pri vilege of making a push or
punch from said card or board. The articles of merchandise are thus
distributed to the consuming or purchasing public ,,'holly by lot or

chance.

Others of said push card and punchboard devices have no instruc-

tions or legends thereon but have blank spaces provided therefor.

those push cards and punchboards the purchasers thereof place instructions or legends which have the same impOl't and meaning as the

instructions or legends placed by the respondent

on said push card

a.nd punchboard devices first hereinn bove described. The only use to
be made of said push card and punchboard devices. and the only manner in whieh they are used ,

by the ultimate purchasers thereof. is in

combination with other merchandise so as to enable said ultimate

purchasers to sell or distribute said other merchandise by means of
lot or chance.
PAR. 3. :Many persons , firms and corporations who sell and distribute candy, cigarettes , clocks , razors , je,velry, cosmetics , clothing,
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and other aTticles of merchandise, in commerce between and among the

various states of the United States and in the District of Columbia~
purchase respondent' s said push card and punchboard devices and

pack and assemble assortments comprised of various articles of merchandise , together with said push card and punchboarcl devices.
Retail dealers who have purchased said assortments either directly or
indirectly have exposed the same to the purchasing public and have
sold or distributed said artic.les of merchandise by means of said push
cnrds a, nd punchboards by lot or chance. Because of the element of

ehanee involved in eonnection with the sale and distribution of said

merchandise by means of said push cards and pnnchboards , many
l11el11bers of 'the purehnsing publiCo have been induced to trade or deal
ith retail dealers selling or distributing said merchandise by means
thereof. As a result thereof many retail dealers have been induced
to deal with or trade with manufaeturers , wholesale dealers and jobbers who sell and distribute said merchandise , together with said
deviees.
PAR. 4.

The sale of merehandise to the purchasing public through

the use of such devices in the manner above described involves a
game of chance or the sale of a chance to procure articles of mer-

chandise at prices much less than the nol'mall'etail price thereof

::111d

teaehes and eneonrages gambling among members of the public ,

all

to the injury of the pubIc.

The sale or distribution or said push card aDd
by respondent ,

punchboard

as hereinabove found , supplies to and places

devices
in the

hands of others the means of conducting lotteries , games of chance or
gift enterprises in the sale or distribution of their merehandise. The

sale of merchandise

by and through the use of a game of chnnce

gift enterprise or lottery

scheme is a practice which is in eontravenGovernment of the United

tion of an established public policy of the

States and this respondent , through the supplying of such means of
f;elJing merchandise ,
:said

has assisted and partieipatecfin the violation

of

policy.
CO NCL'GSIO X

The acts and practices of the respondent Albert Greenberg as herein
found are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST
This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade COl11111is-

sion upon the complaint of the Commission , the answer of respondent
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Albert Greenberg admitting all of the material facts alleged therein
and waiving all intervening proeedure as to him , testimony and other
evidenee relating to the allegations of the complaint as to respondent
P. D. Beugen , introdueed before ahearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it , and the hearing examiner
recommended decision as to the allegations of the complaint relating
to respondent P. D. Beugen , and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondent Albert
Greenberg has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act:
It is ordered That respondent Albert Greenberg, individually, and
trading under the name Allied Distributors or trading under any
other name , and his agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , do forthwith cease and desist
from:
Selling or distributing in commerce ,

as " eommerce "

is defined in

the Federal Trade Commission Act , push cards , punchboards , or other
lottery devices whieh are to be used or whieh , due to their design , are
suitable for use in the sale or distribution of merchandise to the public
by means of a game of ehance , gift enterprise , or lottery scheme.
It is further ordered That the complaint herein be , and it hereby is
dismissed as to respondent P. D. Beugen.
I t is further ordered That respondent Albert Greenberg shall , within sixty (60) days after service upon him of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which he has complied with this order.
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COMPLAINT , FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIO~
OF SEC. 5 OF .AN .ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket

5953.

Corn-plaint ,

Feb.

12,

1952-Dec'ision, June

19, 1952

Where a corporation and its two officers , engaged in the interstate sale and

distribution by mail of a study course designed to prepare students for
weavers; through advertisements in newspapers and
other printed matter , and in radio broadcasts, directly and by implication(a) Represented falsely that weaving is easy to learn and to do, and that
after taking their course of instruction persons would become expert
weavers; the facts being that a considerable amount of manual dexterity,
which many people do not possess and cannot acquire, along with a substantial amount of practical experience are prerequisites to so qualifying;
(b) Represented falsely that such persons would be able to earn $10. 00 a day
in their spare time and $15. 00 and up a day for full time , and that from
work as commercial

$10. 00 to $12. 00 was the usual charge for the type of weaving taught by them;
The facts being the usual charge for their type of weaving was considerably
less than aforesaid amount, and there was no particular demand for persons
80 trained; and
(c) Falsely represented that their course was available only for a limited
time; and
(d) Represented falsely through their sales agents that they would assist their

graduates in obtaining weaving work ~rom dry cleaners in their

neighbor-

hood and would grant only a limited number of franchises in each neighborhood; when in fact they issued their so-called franchise to as many people
in the same neighborhood as would buy and complete the course;
With tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing

public into the mistaken belief that such representations were

true and

thereby induce purchase of their said course:
Held That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all
to the prejudice and injury of the public ,

and constituted unfair acts and

practices in commerce.
Before

lIfr. John Lewis

Mr. B. L. 1Villiams

and

hearing examiner.
lIfr. B. G. lVilson

lor the

Commission.

COl\IPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Allied Weavers of
America , a corporation , and Walter E. Powell and George Wallace
individually and as officers of said corporation , hereinarter rererred
to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereor

...

. .
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would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Allied 'Yeavers of America is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the State
of California with its principal ofHce and place of business located at
389 Valencia Street , San Francisco , California. Respondents'Valter
E. Powell and George

vVallace are president , vice- president and sec-

retary, respectively of said corporation. Said individual respondents
as such

officers formulate ,

control

, and execute

all of the business

policies and practices of said corporation.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now and have been for more than one year
last past engagecl in the sale and distribution in commerce , among and
between the various States of the United States , of a course of study
and instruction designed to prepare students for work as commercial
weavers. Said course is pursued through the medium of the United
States mails. Respondents , in the course and conduct of said business

cause their said course of study and instruction to be transported
from their said place of business in the State of California , to the
purchasers thereof located in other States of the United States.
Respondents maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of trade in said eorrespondence courses , in
commerce , among and between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. Respondents , in soliciting the sale of and in selling their
said course of study and instruction , in commerce , have made certain
statements , representations , and claims respecting said course and the
results which will be obtained by taking such course , in newspapers
and other printed matter circulated or caused to be circulated by said

respondents and in radio broadcasts. Typieal of sueh statements

representations , and claims made by or through one or more of the said
methods are the following:
fascinating easy to do job.

home, you can rapidly become an expert.
time, you may be able to earn ten to twelve

"'ith a few short, easy lessons at

by working in your spare

dollars or more every day.
Ten and twelve dollars is a common charge for this work.
RIGHT NOW there is a tremendous demand for persons skilled in invisible
wea ving.

LIMITED OFFER
LAD IES

MAKE BIG l\10:NEY , AT HOME
Earn $15. 00 per day and up
WEAVERS WANTED
between ages of 21 and 60

FULL OR PART TIME
Complete low cost home study course including
all equipment of this trade. . .
THIS OFFER GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.

ALLIED \VEA VERB

OF AMERICA ET

AL.
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By meaIls of oral statements and representations made by responds sales ng-ents engaged in inducing the purchase of saideourse of
study, the respondents have represented that they will assist graduates
in obtaining work from dry cleaners in the.ir neighborhoods and will
grant only a limited numbeT of franchises in each neighborhood.
PAR. 4. By means of the aforesaid statements respondents represpnted , directly and by implication , that weaving is easy to learn and
do; tha t after taking their eourse of instruction , persons will become
expert weavers and be able to earll from $10 to $12 a day in their spare
time and $15 and up a day for full time; that $10 to $12 is the usual and
customary charge made for the type of weaving taught by them; that
('nt'

there is a great

demand for persons

trained through respondents

course of instruction: that said course of instruction will be available

ol1l~T for a limited time; that they will assist their graduates in obtaining weaving ,york from dry cleaners located in their neighborhoods
and only a limited number of franchises will be granted in each

lleig"hbol'llOOd.
PAR. 5. The

aforesai(l statements are false , misleading and decepfact, weaving is neither easy to learn or to do.

tive. In truth and in

:Many persons will not become expert weavers by completing respond-

ents ' course of instruction for the reason that to become an expert
eaver , a considerable amount of manual dexterity is required which

many people do not possess and cannot acquire.

In

addition a sub-

stantial amount of practical experience is required before one can
The amount represented as probable earnings
for both spare, and full time is greatly exaggerated. The amount of

qualify as an expert.

$10 to $12 is considerably in excess of the usual and customary charge
made for the type of weaving taught in respondents ' course. There is,
no particular or great demand for persons trained through respond-ents '

course. Respondents '

offer of their course of instruetion has.

never been limited in time but said course is available for purchase at
any time. Respondents do not assist their graduates in obtaining
weaving work from dry cleaners or any other persons and they issue

their so-called franchises to as many people in the same neighborhood.
as will buy and complete their course.
\.R. 6. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading
and dpeeptiye statements and representations had the tendency and
capacity to misJead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into

the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and repreinduce a substantial portion of the ))ur-

sentations were true and to

chasjng: public , because of snch erroneous

purchase respondents '

course of instruction.

and mistaken belief to
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PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices
herein alleged

of the respondents , as

, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and

constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

within

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII

of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and

Commission and
Order to File Report of Compliance , dated June 19 , 1952 , the initial
decision in the instant matter of hearing examiner John Lewis , as set
out as follows , became on that date the decision of the Commission.
as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the

INITIAL DECISION BY JOHN LEWIS , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

the Federal Trade Commission on February 12 , 1952 , served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents Allied 'Veavers of America , a corporation ' and vValter E. Powell and George vVallace , individually and as officers of said corporation , charging them with un-

fair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said Act. The "Notice " portion of said complaint provided that the failure of said respondents to file their answer within
the time therein provided and the failure to appear at the time and
place therein fixed for hearing would be deemed to authorize the
Commission and the above-named hearing examiner , without further

notice , to find the facts to be as alleged in the complaint and to issue

an order to cease and desist in the form set forth in said notice. The
said respondents failed to file an answer to the complaint herein and
failed to appear at the time and place of hearing fixed in the aforesaid
notice. At said hearing before the above-named hearing examiner

duly designated by the Commission ,

the attorney in support of the
respondents
be found in default , and for
complaint moved that the
and
desist
in the form set forth in the
the entry of an order to cease
"N otice " portion of the complaint. Said motion was granted and the

hearing was thereupon closed. Thereafter , the proceeding regularly
came on for final consideration by the said hearing examiner upon the
complaint and said motion of the attorney in support of the com;.
plaint; and said hearing examiner having duly considered the record

herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and

pursuant to Rules V and VIII of the

Rules of Practiee of the

Com-

mission , makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn
therefrom , and order:

...

. .
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Allied Weavers of America is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the State
of California with its principal office and place of business located at
389 Valencia Street , San Francisco , California. Respondents Walter
E. Powell and George Wallace are president , vice- president and secretary, respectively, of said corporation , and as such officers formulate
control , and execute all of the business policies and practices of said
corporation.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now and have been for more than one year
last past , engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce , among
and between the various States of the United States, of a course of
study and instruction designed to prepare students for work as commercial weavers. Said course is pursued through the medium of the
United States mails. Respondents , in the course and conduct of said
business , cause their said course of study and instruction to be trans-

ported from their place of business in the State of California , to the
purchasers thereof located in other States of the United States. Re~pondents maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of trade in said correspondence courses , in
commerce , among and between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. Respondents , in soliciting the sale of , and in selling, their
said course of study and instruction , in commerce , have made certain
8tatements , representations , and claims respecting said course and the

results which will b e obtained by taking such course , in newspapers
and other printed matter circulated or caused to be circulated by said
broadcasts. Typical .of such statements
representations , and claims made by or through one or more of the
said media are the following:
respondents and in radio

fascinating easy to do job.

\Vith a few short, easy lessons at home, you can rapidly become an ex-

pert...

. . . by working in your spare time , you may be able to earn ten to twelve
dollars or more ever~' day.
Ten and twelve dollars is a common charge for this work.
RIGHT NOW there is a tremendous demand for persons skilled in invisible

wea ving.

LIMITED OFFER
LADIES

MAKE BIG MONEY AT HOME
Earn $15. 00

per day and up
WEA VETIS WANTED

between ages of 21 and 60

FULL OR PART TIME
Complete low cost home study course including

all equipment

of this trade.

THIS OFFER GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME

ONLY.
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Respondents ' sales agents engaged in inducing the purchase of
said course of study, have also made oral statements and representa-

tions that they will assist graduates in obtaining work from dry
cleaners in their neighborhoods and will grant only a limitednumbel'
of franchises in each neighborhood.
PAR. 4. By means of the aforesaid statements respondents represented , directly and by implication , that weaving is easy to learn and
do; that after taking their course of instruction ,

persons ,'ViII become

their
expert weavers and be able to earn from
$10
to
$12
is
the
spaTe time and $15 and up a day for full time; that
,\"eaving
taught
by
usual and customary charge made for the type of
them; that there is a great demand for persons trained through respondents ' course of instruction; that said course of instruction will
be available only for a limited time; that they will assist their graduates in obtnining weftYing work from dry cleaners located in their
neighborhoods and will grant only a limited number of franchises
$10 to $12 a day in

in each neighborhood.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid

statements are false , misleading and decepweaving is neither easy to learn or to do.

tive. In truth and in fact ,

~Iany persons will not become expert ,veavers by completing respondents ' course of instruction for the reason that to become an expert
weaver , a considerable amount of manual dexterity is required which
many people do not possess and cannot acquire. In addition a sub-

stantial amount of practical experience is required before one can
The amount represented as probable earnings
for both spare and full time is greatly exaggerated. The amount of
$10 to $12 is considerably in excess of the usual and customary charge
weflving taught in respondents ' course. There
bf
made for the type
is no particular or great demflnd for persons trained through respondents ' . course. Respondents ' offer of their course of instruction has
never been limited in time but said course is flvailable for purchase
at any time. Respondents do not assist their graduates in obtaining
eaving work from dry cleaners or any other persons and they issue
qualify as an expert.

their so-called franchises to as many people in the same neighborhood
as will buy and complete their course.
ing

PAR. 6. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false , misleadand deceptive statements and representations had the tendency

and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements andl'epesentations were true and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public , because of such erroneous and mistaken belief. to
purchase respondents '

course of instruction.

ALLIED WEA VEHS OF AMEHICA ET AL.
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CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents , as hereinabove
set out , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and consti-

and practices in commerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

tute unfair and deceptive acts

ORDER
It is 01'CleTed That the respondents Allied 'Veavers of America , a
corporation , and its officers , and vValter E. Powell and George 'Vallace , individually and as officers of said corporation , and said respondtnts ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any

eorporate or other device

, in connection

with the offering for sale

sale or llistributiOll of courses of instruction in weaving in commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do
fortlnrith cease and desist from:

1. Representing that ,reaxing is either easy to lenTn or to do;
2. Representing direetly 01' by implication that persons , irrespectiye,

of Inannal dexterity, general aptitude or practical experienee ,

will

become expert "- eavers upon completion of respondents ' course.
:3. Representillg directly 01' by implication that the earning potentia
of perSOllS completing respondents ' course is greater than said earning
potential is in fact.
4. Representing directly or by implication that any specified amount
~s c.harged for performing the type of ,yeaving services taught by
respondents ,,- hen said amount is in excess of the eharges usually and
customarily made for said type of weaving.
5. Representing directly 01' by illlpliration that there is

a great

demand for persons ,yho have completed respondents ' course of instruction or represellting in any manner that the opportunities for
trained through respollllents
course of illstructioll are greater than they are in fact.
G. Representing directly or by implication that any of respondents
offers are limited 01' restricted in point of time ,yhen such offers are
in fact not so limited or restricted.
Representing directIy 01' by implication that respondents assist
persons who have completed their course in obta.ining ,yeaving \York.
8. Representing directly or by implication that the number of persons to ,,- hom any franchise or other similar instrument of authority
or recognition ,yill be conferred by respondents is a limited number
when sueh franc.hise or other instrument is given to all persons buying
and c.ompleting such course.
employment on the part of persons

:S40- 54--

:! 1 :-

!Jfi
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ORDER TO FffiE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

1 t is ordered That the respondents herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
whieh they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as

required by said declaratory decision

and order of June 19 , 1952J.
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KRANE-BERMAN CLOTHING CO.
Complaint
IN THE l\:fATTER OF

AND BENJAMIN I\:RANE DOING BUSI-

BERl\:IAN

JA~IES

NESS AS I\:R.ANE- BER~IAN CLOTHING CO~1PANY
'COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5' OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26 , 1914 , AND OF AN
ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. M , 1940
Docket

5955.

Colllz;la,int ,

Feb.

1952-Decis'ion , Ju, ne

'1Vhere hvo partners engaged in New York in

'21

, 1952

the manufacture and interstate sale

and distribution of wool products as defined in the Wool Products Labeling

Act-

(a) MIsbranded certain wool products in that they were not stamped ,

tagged
or labeled as required by said Act, and in the manner and form prescribed

by the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder;
(b) Misbranded certain men s trousers in that , labeled as 100% wool , they

contained substantial quantities of other fibers; and
certain other trousers in that, labeled 40% wool and 60% rayon
they contained substantially less wool and substantially more rayon than so
represented:
Held That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were
(c) Misbranded

in violation of the

Wool Products Labeling Act and the Rules and Regula-

tions promulgated thereunder , and constituted unfair acts and practices
in commerce.
Before

Mr. John Le~ois hearing examiner.

l'rfr. Carlo J. Aimone

for the

Commission.

Mr. Meye1' Schwartz of New York City, for James Berman.

Mr. Paul M. lilein of New York City, for Benjamin I\:rane.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the 1V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 and by virtue of the

authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that James Berman and Benjamin I\:rane
individually and as partners , doing business as Krane- Berman Cloth-

ing Company, hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated
the provisions of said Acts and the rules and regulations promulgated
uncleI' the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and it appearing to
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges
in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents , James Berman and Benj amin
I\:rane , are partners doing business as I\:rane- Berman Clothing Com-
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pany, at 141 Fifth Avenue , New York , New York , where their office:
and principal place of business is located and maintained.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to the effective date of the vV 001 Products
Labeling Act of 1939 andll10re especially

since 1950 ,

respondents have,

manufactured for introduction into commerce , introduced into commerce , sold , transported , distributed , delivered for shipm ent , and
offered for sale , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the 'V 001
Products Labeling Act , wool products , as " wool products " are defined
therein.
PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products ,yere misbranded in that they
were not stamped , tagged or labeled as required under the provisions

of Section 4 (a) (2) of the 'Vool Products Labeling Act of

1939. and

in the manner and form as prescribed by the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under such Act.
PAR. 4. Certain of

said wool products were misbranded within the

intent and meaning of the said Act and the Rules

and Regulations

falsely and deceptively labeled '\yith
respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers contained
therein. Among the misbranded products aforementioned were men
trousers labeled as 100% wool , ,,-hen in trnth and in fact the tronsers
thereunder in that they were

were not 100% wool but contained substantial q1Ullltities of fibers other
trousel'S "ere labeled as 4: 0% wool

than wool. Other of respondents '

and 60% rayon , when in truth and

in fact such

trousers contained

substantially less woolen fibers and substantiallv more rayon tibel'
than represented.

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondents as herein alleged

were in violation of the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act of 193!J and the
romul!wted thereunder and constitnted unfair
Rules and Reo' ulations

and deceptive acts and practices in commerce

within the intent and.

meanino' of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISIOX OF THE CO:l\DIISSIOX

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice. and.
as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission and

OrdeT to File Report of Compliance , dated June 21 , 1952. the initial
decision in the instant, matter of hearing examiner John Lewis , as set
out as follows , became on that date the d(~cisioll of the Commjs~ioll.
INITIAL DECISIOX BY JOHN LEWIS ~ HEAIU::\' G EXAJJIXER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
and the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 and by virtue of the

authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission

on

KRANE- BERMA.L~ CLOTHING CO.
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February 13 , 1952 ,

issued and subsequently served its complaint
upon the respondents , James Berman and Benjamin
I\:rane , individually and as partners , doing business as I\:rane- Berman
Clothing Company, chargi~lg them with the ' use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
gRid Act-s. After the service of said complaint upon said respondents.
"each of said respondents entered into a separate stipulation as to the
this proeeeding

facts whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a statement of facts

t:iignecl and executed by counsel for the respective respondents and

counsel in support of the complaint may be taken as the facts in thia
proceeding, and in lien of evidence in support of the charges stated
in the complaint or in opposition thereto , and that the hearing
examiner may proceed upon said statement of facts to make his Initial
Decision ,

stating his findings as to the facts , including inferences

, which he may dnny from the said stipulations of facts , and his con-elusion based thereon , and enter his order disposing of the proceeding
as to each of said respondents , without the filing of proposed findings
and conclusions or the presentation of oral

argument. Each of sa ;.d'

Commission may, if the proceeding comes before it upon appeal from the Initial Decision of the
hearing examine,r or by review upon the Commission s own motion
set aside the stipulations and remand the case to the hearing examiner
~tipulations further provides that the

for further proceedings under the complaint. Thereafter ,
reeding regularly

this procame on for final consideration by the above-named

lwaring examiner ,

theretofore duly designated

by the Commission

upon the complaint and the aforesaid stiplllations as to the facts , said
stipulations having been approved and made part of the record by
the hearing examiner , who , after duly considering the record herein
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes
the following findings as to the facts, conclusion drawn therefrom
and order:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

respondents , James Berman and Benjamin
during the times herein mentioned , partners doing busi- nes~ as Krane- Bel'man Clothing Company, at 141 Fifth Avenue , New
York , New York , where their office and principal place of business
was located and maintained.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to the effective date of the ' YVooI Proc1ucts
Labeling Act of
1D3D
and more especially since 10.50 , respondents have
manufactured for introduction into eOll1merce , introduced into comPARAGRAPH 1. The

I(rane were ,

merce ,

sold , transported , distributed , delivered for shipment , and

" "
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offered for sale ,

in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
'V 001
Products Labeling Act , wool products , as " wool products " are, defined
therein.
PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded in

that

they were not stamped , tagged or labeled as required under the provisions of section 4 (a) (2) of the "\tV 001 Products Labeling Act of
1939 , and in the manner and form prescribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated under such Act.
PAR. 4. Certain of said wool products we-re, misbranded within the

intent and meaning of the said Act and the Rules and Regnlations
thereunder in that they we-re falsely and deceptively labeled with respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers contained

therein. Among the misbranded products aforementioned were men

100% wool , when in truth and in fact the trousers
were not 100% wool but contained substantial quantities of fibers other
than wool. Other of respondents ' trousers were labeled as 40% wool
and 60% rayon , when in truth and in fact such trousers contained subfJtantially less woolen fibers and substantially more rayon fibers than
trousers labeled as

represented.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents , as hereinabove found
. were in violation of the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 and
the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder ,

and constituted

unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, within
and meaning of the Federal Trade ComJnission Act.

the

intent

ORDER

It is ordm'
That the respondents , James Berman and Benjamin
ICrane , individually and as partners , doing business as Krane- Berman
Clothing Company, or under any other name , names or designation
and said respondents ' respective representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in con-

nection with the introduction or

manufacture for introduction into

commerce , or the offering for sale , sale , transportation , or distribution
in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the aforesaid Acts , of men
trousers or other wool products , as such products are defined in -and

subject to the 'Vool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , which products
contain , purport to contain , or in any way are represented as containing, " wool
reprocessed wool " or " reused wool " as those terms are
defined in said Act , do forthwith cease and desist from misbranding
such products by:

KRANE- BERMAN CLOTHING CO.
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(1) Falsely or deceptively

stamping, tagging, labeling or otherwis,-

identifying such products as to the character or amount of the constituent fibers therein;
(2) Failing to securely affix to or

place on each such product a

stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification showing in

a clear

and conspicuous manner:
(a) The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool product
exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five per centum of said total
fiber weight , of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3) reused wool , (4)
each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such
fiber is five per centum or more , and (5) the aggregate of all other
fibers'

(b) The maximum percentages of the total weight of such wool
product of any non- fibrous

loading, filling, or adulterating matter;

(c) The name or the registered identification number of the manu-

wool product or of one or more persons engaged in
or in the offering for
sale , sale , transportation , distribution or delivering for shipment
thereof in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the 'V 001 Products
Labeling Act of 1939.
PTovided That the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding
shall not be construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a)
and (b) of section 3 of the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and
PTovided f1tr'theT That nothing contained in this order shall be confacturer of such

introducing such wool product into commerce ,

strued as limiting any applicable provisions of said Act or the Rules

and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE
I t is O1'derted That the respondents herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as required by
said declaratory decision and order of June 21 , 1952).
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IN THE :l\L\.TTER OF

PHILADELPHIA CHE'VING GUl\1 CORPORATION
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket 5970.

COlnJ)h7int, Mal'.

lV:;2-Dc('i8ioH , Julie 23, 19;):2,

Where a corporation engaged in the interstate i3ale all(1 distribution
ments of chewing gum so packed and asi3elllbled as to inyolye

lottery scheme when soW and distributed to members

of assort-

the use of a

of the consuming'

public , and including a box containing 1(;0 indiYidually wrapped pieces for

sale under a plan whereby the consumer

ImrdHlser who by ehance st-'cured

the only piece wrapped ,,- ith

and was tllf'reb~' enabled , through

the letter " G"

the inclusion thereof with the letters contained in other paclmges, to make
up the words " bubble gum , became entitled to the " decorated sweat shirt"
therein describedSold such assortments to wholesale dealers and jobbers , whose retail dealer
purchasers exposed and sold them to the purchasing public in accordanee
with the aforesaid sales plan; and thereb:v supplied to and plaeed in the

hands of others the means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its

11roduct

policy of the United States Goyernment;
With the result that many persons were attracted by the element of chance ill
said sales plans and were thereby induced to buy and sell its said gum:
contrary to an established

Held,

That such acts, practices and methods , un(ler the circumstnnces set forth
and injury of the ' public' , an(l constituted unfair
acts and practices in commerce.

were all to the Drejudice

Before. 311' Jcanes A. Purcell
i11-1". J.

TV.

hearing examiner.

Brookfield , Jl'. for the Commission.
COl\IPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Philadelphia Chewing Gum Corporation , a corporation hereinafter referred to as refpondent , has violated the, provisions of said Act , and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would
be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating the charges
jn that respect as follows:
. PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Philadelphia Chewing Gum Corporation
jb a corporation organized and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania. Its
of business is Jocated at

office

and principal place

Lawrence and Eagle Streets , Havertown

Pennsylvania. Respondent is now , and for more than three years last
past, has been , engaged in the sale and distribution of chewing gum

PHILADELPHIA CHEWING GUM CORPORATION
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including bubble gum , and has caused said products , when sold , to be

transported from its place of business in Hayertown , Pennsylvania
to purchasers thereof located in the yarious States of the United States

other than Pennsylvania and in the District of Columbia. There is
now , and has been for more than three years last past , a substantial
course of trade in such chewing gum in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , between and among

the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business , as described in
Paragraph Two hereof , the respondent sells , and has sold to wholesale dealers and jobbers , assortments of chewing gum so packed and
assembled as to involve the use of a lotter ", scheme ,,-hen sold and
distributed to members of the consuming public.
One of said assortments is composed of a box of 160 pieces of bubble
gum of unifo1'Jl1 size and shape. Said pieces of gum in said assort-

rnent are wrapped in individual wrappers and the outer wrapper is
identical. Under the outer "Tapper is an inner wrapper on which
is printed one or more of the individual letters making up the words
"bubble gum. The wrapper also bears the legend "Get this shirt
Collect all the letters
and spell ' bubble gum. : Send wrappers to Philadelphia Chewing
Gum Corporation , Havertown , Pennsylvania , for your decorated
sweat shirt." Each assortment of gum contains numerous packages
with all the pictures on it. Saye this "rappel'.

with the inner label carrying all of the letters to make up the words
bubble gum except the letter " ') Only one of the wrappers in each
box of 160 pieces of gum contains this letter. The printed letters on
the inside of said

',"rappers are effectively

concealed from the pur-

ehnsers and prospective purchasers until the

selection has been made

nd the particular wrapper removed.
'Vhen the eonsuming purehaser has procured wrappers bearing all
the letters to spell out the words " bubble gum " he sends the wrappers

to the respondent and is sent a sweat shirt.
The letters on eaeh wrapper are effectively concealed until after the
purchase has been made and the purchaser of a package of respondent' s gum does not know what letter is on the wrapper , or if he has
already purchased previous wrappers , he does not know ",hether
the wrapper he will reeeive will bear the letter "G" until the purchase
has been made and the letter on the wrapper disclosed. Respondent'
merehandise is thus distributed to purehasers of chewing gum from
said assortments wholly by lot or chance and said assortments are
used to promote the sale of its merchandise by lot or ehance.
The wholesale dealers and jobbers to whom respondent sells its
assortments resell said assortments to retail dealers and said retail
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dealers expose said assortments for sale , and sell said chewing gum to
aforesaid sales plan.
Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the
means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its products in accordance
with the sales plan hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 3. The sale of said chewing gum to the purchasing public by
the sales methods above described involves a game of ehance or the
sale of a chance to procure other articles of merchandise. The use by
respondent of said methods or sales plans in the sale of its merchandise
and the sale of said merchandise by and through the use thereof , and
by the aid of said sales plans or methods , is a practice which is conthe purchasing public in accordance with the

trary to an established

Government of the

public poliey of the

United States.
PAR. 4. The sale of chewing gum or other merchandise to the purchasing public in the manner above alleged involves a game of chance
to procure one of the said sweat shirts at Jess than the normal retail
price thereof and thereby attracts purchasers and consumers of respondent' s chewing gum. l\1any persons are attracted by said sales
plans or methods used ' by respondent and the element of chance involved therein and thereby are indue-ed to buy and sell respondent'
chewing gum.

The use by respondent of a sales plan or method involving distribution of merchandise by means of chance , lottery or gift enterprise
is contrary to the public interest and constitutes unfair acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 5. The aforementioned acts , practices and methods of respondent , as herein alleged , are all to the prejudiee and injury of the
public and constitute unfair acts and practices in commerce within

the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of

the Commission s Rules of Practice

and as set forth in the Commission s " Decision of the Commission and
Order to File Report of Compliance , dated June 23 , 1952 , the initial
decision in the instant matter of hearing examiner James A. Purcell
as set out as follows , became

on that date

the decision of the

Commission.
INITIAL DECISION BY JAMES A. PURCELL , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

the Federal Trade Commission on l\1arch 18 , 1952 , issued and served

PIDLADELPIDA CHEWING GUM CORPORATION
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its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent , Philadelphia
Chewing Gum Corporation , a corporation , charging it with the use
unfair acts and practices in commerce in violation
of
the provisions
said Act. ' On April 24 , 1952 , respondent filed its answer , in which

of
of

it

of

admitted all

of

the material allegations

facts set forth in said

-complaint , waived all intervening procedure and further hearing
to said facts , and consented that an order to cease and desist may issue
in the form set forth in the "Notice " portion of the aforesaid complaint.
Thereafter, the proceeding regnlarly came on for final consideration

the above-named Hearing Examiner theretofore duly clcsig-

by

nated

the Commission upon said complaint and answer thereto

by

all intervening procedure having been waived and the right to submit
Proposed Findings and Conclusions not having been reserved or requested; and said Hearing Examiner , having duly considered the record herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest
of
the pl1blic
and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn
therefrom , and order:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Philadelphia Chewing Gum Corporation
is a corporation organized and doing business under and
by
virtul3
the laws
of

of

the State

of

Pennsylvania. Its office and principal

business is located at

place

Lawrence and Eagle Streets , Havertown

Pennsylvania.
PAR. 2.

has been ,

Respondent is now , and for more than three years last past

engaged in the sale and distribution

eluding "bubble gum

of

chewing gum ,

in-

said products , when sold , to
business inl-Iavertown , Pennsylvania

" and has caused
of

be transported from its place

of
the United
Pennsylvania , and in the District
Columbia. There is now , and has been a substantial course of trade

to purchasers thereof

located in the various States

States , other than the State

of

in such chewing gum in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , between and among the various States
of
Columbia.
its business , respondent sells
and has sold , to wholesale dealers and jobbers , assortments
of
chewing

of

the United States and in the District

PAR. 3. In

the course and conduct

of

gum so packed and assembled as to involve the use

when sold and distributed to members
said assortments is composed
One
of

of

of
a lottery scheme
the consuming public.

160 pieces
of
of
bubble
gum in said assortment
are wrapped individually, all outer wrappers being identical. Under
gum

of

of

uniform size and shape. Said pieces

a box

of

the outer wrapper is an inner wrapper on which is printed one or
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more of the individual letters making up the words " bubble gum.
The wrapper also bears the legend "Get this shirt with all the pictures
on it. Save this wrapper. Collect all the letters and spell ' bubble
gum. ' Send wrappers

to Philadelphia

Chewing Gum Corporation

Havertown , Pennsylvania , for your deeorated sweat shirt." Each
assortment of gum contains numerous packages with the inner label
carrying all of the letters to make up the words " bubble gtun " exeept
the letter "
Only one of the wrappers in each box of 160 pieees
of gum contains this letter. The printed letters on the inside of said
wrappers are effeetively eoncealed
purehasers until the
wrapper removed.

from the purchasers and prospeetive

seleetion has been made and the particular

"\Vhen the eonsuming purchaser has proeurec1 wrappers bearing all

of the letters required to spell out the words " bubble gum " he. sends
sueh wrappe.rs to the respondent and reeeives therefor a sweat shirt.
The letters on eaeh wrapper are effectively concealed until after
the purehase has been made ,

so that the purchaser

of n pncknge of

respondenfs gmn does not know what letter is on the wrapper , or if
he has already acquired previous "Tappers , he does not InlOw' whether
the wrapper he ". iJIreceive ",ill bear the Jetter

"cr'

until the pul'chase

has been made and the letter on the wrapper disclosed. Respondent'
merchandise is thus distributed to purchasers of chewing gum from
said assortments wholly by lot or chanee , and said assortments are
used to promote the sale of its merehandise by lot or ehance.
The wholesale dealers and jobbers to ,,;ho111 respondent. genS its
assortments resell said assortments to retail dealers and said retail dealers expose said assortments for sale , and sell said chewing gum to the
purchasing public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan.

Re-

spondent thus supplies to and plnees in the hands of others the means
of conducting lotteries in the sale of its products in accordance with
the sales plan hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. The sale of said ehewing gum to the purchasing public by
the sales methods above dE';scribed involves a game of chance or the
sale of a chance to proenre other articles of merchandise. The use
by respondent of said methods or sales plans in the sale of its 111erehandise. and the sale of said merehanc1isp by and through the use
thereof , and by the aid of said sales plans or methods , is a practice
whieh is contrary to an established public policy of the Government
of the United States.
PAR. 5. The sale of chewing gum or other merehandise to the purchasing public in the manner above found involves a game of chance
to procure one of the said sweat shirts at less than the normal retail
price thereof and thereby attracts purchasers and consumers of re-
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spondent' s chewing gum. Many persons are attracted by said sales

plans or methods used by respondent

and the element of chance

jnvolved therein and thereby are induced to buy and sell respondent'

chewing gum.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts , practices and methods of respondent
inabove found, are all to the prejudice and injury

onstitute unfair acts and practices
nnd meaning

of

as here-

and
the intent

of the public

in commerce within

the Federal Trade Commission Act.
onDER

I t is o1'dered

That the

respondent ,

Philadelphia Chewing Gum

Corporation , its officers , representatives ,
rec.tly or through any corporate or other

agents and employees ,
device

di-

, in connection with

the offering for sale , sale and distribution of chewing gum or other
articles of merchandise in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Selling or distributing, to jobbers and wholesale dealers or others
chewing gum or other merchandise so packed and assembled that
the sales of such chewing gum or other merchandise to the general
public are. to be made , or are intended or designed to be made , by
mea, I1S of a lottery, gaming device or gift enterprise;
2. Packing 01' assembling in the same package or assortment of
chewing gnm , for sale to the public at retail , pieces of chewing gum'
contained within wrappers bearing various legends or letters , which
wrappers , bearing particular legends or letters when obtained in
particular combinations , entitle the holder thereof to certain specified
~)l'tieles of merchandise as a prize;
3. Selling 01' distributing any assortments of chewing gum , or other
merchandise , which are designed 01' intended to be used in the distribution of merchandise to members of the public by lottery or chanc€.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE
It is oi'(leJ'ed That the respondent herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a

report - in writing

setting forth in deta

il the manner and form in

whieh it has complied with the order to cease and desist Cas required

by said declaratory decision and order of June 23 , 1952J.
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IN THE MATTER OF

HEALTH SPOT SHOE COMPANY ET AL.
COMPLAINT , FINDIKGS , AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE. ALLEGED VIOLA'l' ION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26 , 1914
Docket

5842.

25,

Complaint, Jan.

Abnormalities of the fe€t

1951-Decision , June

often result from systemic

24, 1952

causes requiring medical

treatment, or from abnormalities in the lower extremities such as bow- legs

sway- back , and other conditions requiring surgery, and notwo feet may have like abnormalities.

knock- knees ,

'Vhere a corporation and two officers thereof , engaged in the interstate sale
and distribution of their " Health Spot Shoes " made in sizes for men , women
and children , and sold by retail stores to all who desired them; through

statements on labels and in advertisements in newspapers and periodicals
of general circulation , and through folders , circulars , and radio continuities

directly and by implication(a) Represented falsely that their shoes possessed

features and characteristics

which would prevent and correct all common foot ailments, and that use
thereof would prevent weak feet , weak ankles , inrolling ankles , and :weak
and broken- down arches and faulty posture , and would correct such condi-

tions where they existed; .
falsely that they would promote proper foot and postural
development in children , provide natural support to the feet and arches
and needed support in cases of ankle pronation;
Hepresented falsely that they would insure comfort to the user and provide
foot and body balance; and

(b) Represented

(c)

(d) Represented falsely that they possessed natural curved insoles which
conformed accurately to the contour of the bottom of the foot, and that
foot fatigue, keep the ankles straight and strong.
hold the heel in normal position , prevent the development of abnormalities
and deformities and correct all disorders of the feet and keep them health~Y ;
The facts being that their said products were stock shoes, and while they contained certain fea tures not found in some other stock shoes , their effect upon

they would eliminate

the feet, either in the prevention

or correction of

common foot ailments

was insignificant and in some cases harmful;

With tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the mistaken belief tl.1at such misrepresentations were true and
thereby induce the purchase of substantial quantities of their said products;
That such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth , were aD
Held,
to the prejudice and injury of the public , and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.
Before

Mr. Webste1'

All'. B. G. Wilson
Graham

Spivey,

and

Ballinger

hearing examiner.

for the Commission.
of Danville , Ill. , for respondents.
A11'. J.

jJ;1. Doukas
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Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Health Spot Shoe
Company, a corporation , and George E. :Musebeck and "'Villard A.
Andrews , individually and as officers of said corporation , hereinafter
referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of the said Act
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent , Health Spot Shoe Company, is a
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws

of the State of Illinois. ' Individual respondents , George E. :Musebeck
and Willard A. Andrews , are president and secretary- treasurer of the
corporate respondent , respectively. The individual respondents formulate , direct and control the policies , acts and practices of the corporate respondent. The office and principal place of business of the
corporate respondent and the individual respondents is located at
Forest and 1Vestover Streets ,
PAR. 2.

Oconomowoc , ",Visconsin.
The respondents are now , and have been for more than two

years last past , engaged in the sale and distribution of shoes designated
by them as " Health Spot Shoes. The said shoes are made in sizes for
men , women and children. They are sold by retail stores to any and
all persons who desire them for their use.
PAR. 3. The respondents cause and have caused their said
Spot Shoes " when sold to be transported from their place of

" Health
business

in the State of Wisconsin to purchasers thereof located in various other

States of the United States and in the District of Columbia , and maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a course of
trade in their said shoes in commerce between and among the various
States of the

United States and in the District of Columbia. Re-

spondents ' volume of business in the sale of said shoes in commerce is

and has been substantial.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business and for thepurpose of inducing the purchase of their said shoes , the respondents
have made various statements and representations concerning the
nature and usefulness of their said shoes by means of labels attached
to said shoes , labels attached to the cartons in which the shoes are
contained , advertisements in newspapers and magazines of general

circulation , by means of folders and circulars and by radio continuities
Among and typical of such statements

broadcast from radio stations.

and representations are the following:

';'
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Health Spot Shoes *
incorporate all the desirable featnres needed for
the prevention and correction of common foot ailments.
Men-Women-Dhildren , step out of foot trouble into foot health.
Weak foot conditions can cause fatigue,

In many instances Health Spot Shoes have given weak , tired feet a " new lease
on life.
It' s because your ankles roll inward. In rolling heels and ankles are con-

sidered the major cause of most foot troubles. Try Health Spot Shoes and see
what this principle of foot support will do for you.
A great deal of pain in the feet or elsewhere in the body, enused by weakened
or broken down arches, can be reduced or completely removed.
helps *
promote proper foot and body posture
Health Spot Shoes help
it is

young feet grow strong.

imperative that shoes be so designed that they

in-

sure proper foot balance.

sl;edal built- in heel wedge and steel shank give not onl~' normal foot
support but body balance as well.
scientifically constructed with curved insole and built up heel wedge
to give young feet natural support.
':' Health Spot Shoe In' ovides just the support needed in the manage-

ment of ankle pronation.
give you absolute foot protection and comfort
say goodbye to working foot fatigue

These objectb" es

can be attained only by making the shoe eonform aecurately

to the contour of the bottom of the foot.

Health Spot Shoes Keep Your Ankles Straight and Strong.
Their primary purpose is to keep normal feet normal.

PAR. 5. Through the use of the words " Health Spot" to describe
and designate their shoes anel aJso the word " health" in connection
therewith , respondents have represented and now represent that their
said shoes are constructed in such a manner that their use will prevent
and cure diseases and abnormalities of the feet , will keep the feet
healthy, prevent the development of abnormalities and deformities of

the feet and correct all disorders

of the feet which may be present.
The said representations are false , misleading and deceptive.
In truth and in fact , the use of respondents ' shoes ,viII not prevent
or cure diseases or abnormalities of the feet , keep the feet healthy,
prevent the development of abnormalities or deformities or correct
PAR. 6.

any disorder of the feet. Said shoes cannot be properly or truthfully
represented or de, signated as health shoes or as possessing health

features.
PAR. 7. Through the use of the additional statements and claims
hereinabove set forth , and others similar thereto not sp'ecificallyset
out herein , respondents have represented , directly and by implic.ation
that their shoes possess ,features and characteristics which prevent and
correc.t all common foot ailments; that the use of their shoes will prevent weak feet , weak ankles , in rolling ankles , weak and broken ' down

HEALTH SPOT SHOE CO. ET AL.
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arches and faulty posture and will correct such conditions when they
exist; that in the case of children they will promote proper foot and
postural development , provide natural support to the feet and arches
and needed support in cases of ankle pronation; that said shoes will
assure comfort to the user , provide foot and body balance , possess
natural curved insole ",hich conforms perfectly to the contour of
the bottom of the foot , ",ill eliminate foot fatigue , keep the ankles
straight and strong, and because of the manner of their construction
will hold the heel in normal position.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid statements and representations are false , misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact , respondents ' shoes are
stock shoes and while they contain features not found in some other

the effect of these features upon the feet either in the
common foot ailments is insignificant.
The ,"rearing of respondents ' shoes will not prevent weak feet , weak
ankles or arches , in rolling ankles , broken dmvn arches , or faulty posture nor will they correct such eonditions ",hen they exist. They will
not promote proper foot and postural development in the case of
children. The feet of children do not ordinarily require any parstock shoes ,

prevention or correction of

ticular kind of support

and in

cases where support is . necessary

respondents ' shoes cannot be relied upon to furnish the support needed
to meet the requirements of the individual case. Such support as may

be provided cannot be properly eharacterized as natural. In many
instances such shoes ,viII not provide the necessary support in cases
of ankle pronation. There is no assurance that respondents ' shoes
will be comfortable to the wearer or that they will provide foot or

body balanee. The

insole of said shoes will not in many cases eon-

form to the eontour of the bottom of the foot.

that the wearing of said shoes

There is no assurance

will eliminate foot fatigue or that they

will hold the heel in a normal position.
PAR. 9. The use by respondents of

the foregoing false ,

deeeptive

and misleading designations , statements and representations with
respect to their shoes

have had and now have the tendency and capac-

ity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements
and representations are true. and to inc1uee
quantities of respondents '

the

purchase of substantial

said shoes because of such erroneous and

mistaken belief.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents ,
herein alleged ,

as

are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
213840-

54-

, ,
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DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice
and as set forth in the Commission s " Decision of the Commission,
and Order to File Report of Compliance , elated June 24 , 1952 , the

initial decision in the instant matter of hearing examiner Webster
Ballinger , as set out as follo"s , became on that date the decision of
the Commission.
INITIAL DECISION BY WEBSTER BALLINGER , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

the Federal Trade Commission on January 25 , 1951 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents
Company, a corporation , and George E. Museback
and Willard A. Andrews , individually and as officers of said corporation , charging them and each of them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and mean-

Health Spot Shoe

ing of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Respondents answered
and after seasonable notice , hearings were held by the above-named
hearing examiner theretofore duly designated by the Commission , at
which testimony, documents and a stipulation were offered on behalf
of both parties to this proceeding by their respective counsel and
admitted in evidence , which said evidence was duly filed in the office

of the Commission. Thereafter , the proceeding regularly came on
for final consideration by said hearing examiner on the complaint
the answers thereto , testimony and other evidence , requested findings
conclusion and form of order submitted by counsel for the complaint
oral argument being waived; and said hearing examiner , having duly
considered the record herein finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the following findings as to the facts
conclusion drawn therefrom , and order:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent , Health Spot Shoe Company, is a
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Illinois. Individual respondents ,

George E. Musebeck
is President and 'Villard A. Andrews was until recently SecretaryTreasurer , and is now Vice- President , of the corporate respondent.

The individual respondents formulate , direct and control the policies
acts and practices of the corporate respondent. The office and principal place of business of the corporate respondent and the individual
respondents is loeated at Forest and Westover Streets , Oconomowoe
Wisconsin.
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PAR. 2.

The respondents are now , and have been for more than two

years last past, engaged in the sale and distribution of shoes designated by them as " Health Spot Shoes. " The said shoe, s are made in
sizes for men , women and children. They are sold by retail stores
to any and all persons who desire them for their use.
PAR.
3. The respondents cause and have caused their said " Health
Spot Shoes " when sold , to be transported from their place of business
in the State of vVisconsin to purchasers thereof located in various

other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia , and
maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a course
of trade in their said shoes in commerce between and among the vari-

ous States of the United States and in the District of Cohm1bia.
Respondents ' volume of business in the sale of said shoes in commerce
is and has been substantial.
PAR.

4. In the course

and conduct of their business

and for the

purpose of inducing the purehase of their said shoes , the respondents

have made various statements and representations concerning the
nature and usefulness of their said shoes by means of labels attached
, labels attached to the cartons in which the shoes a.re
contained , advertisements in newspapers and magazines of general
circulation , by means of folders and circulars and by radio continuities
broadcast from radio stations. Among and typical of such statements and representations are the following:
Health Spot Shoes 'Ie * 'Ie incorporate all the desirable features needed
to said shoes

for the prevention and correction of common foot ailments.
l\lell- '\Vomell- Children , step out of foot trouble into foot health.
\Veak foot conditions can calise fatigue,

In many instances Health Spot Shoes have given weak , tired feet a " new
lease on life:'

It' s because your ankles roll inward. In rolling heels and ankles are considered the major cause of most foot troubles. Try Health Spot Shoes and

see what this principle of foot support will do for you.
A great deal of pain in the feet or elsewhere in the body, caused by weakened
or broken down arches, can be reduced or completely removed.
helps *
,~ promote proper foot and body posture *
Health Spot Shoes help ~;oung feet

it is imperative

grow strong.

that shoes be so designed that they

,~ in-

sure proper foot balance.
'" special built-

in heel wedge and steel shank

give not only normal

foot support but body balance as well.
scientifically constructed with curved insole and built up heel wedge

to give young feet natural support.
'" Health Spot Shoe provides just the support needed in the

ment of ankle pronation.

gives you absolute foot protection and comfort
'" say goodbye to working foot

fatigue

manage-
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to the contour of the bottom of the foot.
Health Spot Shoes

by

48F.

making the shoe conform accurately

Keep Your Ankles Straight and Strong.

Their primar~' purpose is to keep normal feet normal.

PAR. 5. By and through the representations referred to and set
forth, in the preceding paragraph respondents have directly and by
implication represented , and nO\y represent , to the public that their
said shoes possess features

and characteristics \vhich prevent and cor-

rect all common foot ailments; that the use of their shoes will prevent
\"leak feet , weak ankles , inrolling ankles , weak and broken down arches
and faulty posture and will correct such conditions where they exist;
that in the case of children they will promote proper foot and postural
development , provide natural support to the feet and arches and
needed support in cases of ankle pronation; that said shoes will assure
comfort to the user , provide foot and body balance , possess natural
curved insole which conforms accurately to the contour of the bottOlll

will eliminate, foot fatigue , keep the ankles straight and
will hold the heel in normal position , and ,," ill preyent the

of the foot ,

8trong,

abnormalities and deformities and correct
orders of the feet that may exist and keep them healthy.
development of

all

dis-

PAR. 6. No two feet may have like abnormalities. In many cases

there is a disorder on one foot and occasionally an entirely different
Abnormalities of the feet often result
or from abnormalities in the lower extremities , such as bowlegs , knock-knees , swayback and other conditions requiring surgery. Respondents ' shoes are
stock shoes and while they contain certain features not found in some
(1ther stock shoes , the effect of these features upon the feet either in
the prevention or correction of common foot ailments is insignificant
disorder on the other foot.

from systemic causes requiring medical treatment ~

tnd in some cases harmfnl.

, Each and every representation made by

respondents and which they are

now making to the public ,

as set

:forth in the preceding paragraph , has been and is now misleading,
decepti ve and false.
PAR. 7. The use by respondents of the foregoing false , deceptive
itnd misleading designations , statements and representations with respect to their shoes have had ftndno,," hnxe the tendency and capacity
to mislead and deceive a. substantial portion of the purchasing public

into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true and to iilduee the purchase of substantial quantities
of respondents ' said shoes bec,wse of snch erroneOL1S and mistaken
belief.

(~,
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CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents as herein found
are aU to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
:men11ing of the

Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER

It i~~ orde/'

That the respondents Health Spot Shoe Company, a
representatives and employees , and
George E. ~lusebeek and "'Villard A. Andrews , individually and as
officers of said eorporation directly or through any corporate or other
de.viee, in conpection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution in

('orporation ~

its officers , ngents ~

ommeree, flS " commel'ce ~~ is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Shoes
Spot
of their shoes now designated by them as " Health

Aet

or any other

shoe of simil:u collstruetion ,

do forthwith cease and

desist from
1. Using the name " Health Spot Shoe Company " ~n' any name in
whieh the word " Health~' appears in ordinary business transactions
unless in immediate conjunction therewith there appear clearly and
conspicuously the words " a eorporate and trade name only.
2. Using in any advertisement of respondents ' shoes the word
Health~' or any other word importing a like or similar meaning, alone
or in combination with any other word or words ,

to designate , de,
or
representing
in any manner
~erjbe or refer to respondents ' shoes
that the wearing of respondents ' shoes will prevent or correct abnormalities of the feet , keep the feet healthy, pre;vent the development
of abnormalities or deformities or ,,'ill correct any disorder of the feet.
3. Representing~ directly or by implication

, that the use of their

shoes will prevent weak feet , weak ankles. in rolling ankles , weak and
broken down arches , faulty posture , or will correct such conditions
w here they

exist.

4. Representing, directly or by implication , that their shoes

possess

features and characteristics which will preyent or c.OrI' ect any common
foot ailment.

nting, directly or by implicfltion , that the use of their
the, case of children will promote proper foot and postural
development or provide the necessary support to the feet and arches
5. Re,pre~e,

shoes in

in cases of ankle pronation.
G. Representing, directly or

by implication that the use of their

shoes win assure comfort to the l1ser provide foot and body balance
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eliminate foot fatigue , keep the ankles straight and strong or will hold
the heel in normal position.
It is further O1'del'ed That the foregoing Paragraphs One and Two
insofar as they relate to labels in or on shoes manufactured or in
process of manufacture on the date this order is issued , and cartons
or containers in which said shoes are now or may be packaged, and
existing supplies used for business and not advertising purposes such
as letterheads , envelopes , cards , sales books , and checks , shall become
effective on and after six months from the date this order is issued.
It is further orde1'ed That the marketing by respondent of any

said shoes ,

manufactured or in process of manufacture when this order
is issued and on hand and unsold at the expiration of the six months

period referred to in the preceding paragraph , under a new

name

and with the words " Formerly Health Spot Shoes " appearing clearly
and conspicuously and in immediate conjunction therewith shall not

be construed as a violation of this order.
ORDER TO FILE REPOR'l' OF COl\IPLL\NCE

It is ordered That the respondents herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission
a. report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with the order to eease and desist (as required by said declaratory decision and order of June 24 ,

1952).
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AMERICAN COMMERCIAL TRAVELER
Complaint
IN THE MATTER OF

SOLOMON L. CORUSH D. B. A. AMERICAN COMMERCIAL
TRA VELER
cmIPLAINT , FINDINGS, ANn ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
594,

Docket

Compla-int ,

1952-Decision, JU.nf~

Jan.

24, 1952

Where an individual engaged in the publication and interstate distribution of a
directory in which were listed advertisements of hotels and motor courts
desig-nn ted

H8 " American

' Commercia I Traveler

ments for paid puhlieation

therein ,

; in soliciting advertisehis sales agents

directly and through

through oral statements(a) Represented that he could and

would assist his advertisers

in obtaining

listing with the American Automobile Association; when in fact he was not
connected in any wny with it and exercised no influence upon its selection of
approved hotels , motor courts, and other overnight accommodations;

established a commercial relationship with
of which they directed or requested their sales-

(b) Falsely represented that he had

mHny businesses as a result

men to patronize llOtels and motor courts listed in his directory;
(c) Represented that advertisers would be granted exclusive listings within a
prescribed area; the facts being that he granted listings to as many hotels

and nuto courts as would vurchase them;
(d) Hepresented that

specific numbers of persons would patronize advertisers

weekly or monthly by reason of advertisements placed in his directory; when
in fact he had no basis for making such representations and many advertisers
received no benefit whatsoever from such advertisements;
With tendency and capacit~' to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing

public into the mistaken belief

that such representations were true and

thereby induce it to purchase listings in his said directory:
Held That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth , were all

to the prejudice and injury of the publiC', and constituted
tive acts and practices in commeree.
Before

111,1'.

~Fr. B. L.

unfair and decep-

J. Earl Cox hearing examiner.
and JIll J. J. llfcNa7Zy
for the Commission.
of
Los
Angeles
SraN/del'
, Calif. , for respondent.

1Villimns

Hahn , Ross

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trude Commission ,

having reason to believe that Solomon L. Corush
an individual , doing business as American Commercial Traveler
hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated the provisions of
said A. , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by
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in respect thereof ' would be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint stating its charge,s in that respect as follows:
P AR.-\GRAPH 1. Respondent Solomon L. Corush , is an individual doing
business as American Commercial Traveler , with his office and prin-

cipa.l place of business located at 319 South Robertson Boulevard
Beverly Hills , California. The respondent is no,," , and since April
1950 has been , engaged in the solicition and sale of advertisements of
hotels and motor courts located in various States of the United States
and the publication and distribution of a directory of hote.ls and motor
courts , designated as American Commercial Traveler , in which said
advertisements are listed.
PAR. 2. In connection with said business ,

commercial transactions , in commerce ,

respondent engages in

"ith both customers and pro-

transmission of letters , proofs of
advertisements , contracts and checks. Respondent causes his directory
to be transported from the place of publication in the State of California to advertise.rs and to subscribers of said publication located in'

spective customers including the

various States of the United States. Respondent maintains , and at
all times mentioned herein has maintained , a substantial course of
trade in said publication in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States.
3. Respondent and his sales agents in soliciting advertisements
haTe made oral representations to the effect: that
respondent can and ,,"ill assist his advertisers in obtaining listings
with the American Automobile Association; that respondent has established a commercial relationship ,,'ith many businesses as a result of
, PAR.

for paid publication

which said businesses direct or request their salesmen to
hotels and auto conrts listed in respondent's directory;

patronize

that advertisers

listings within a prescribed area: and that
specified numbers of persons will patronize advertisers weekly or

will be granted exclusiye

nlonthly by reason of advertisements placed in saiel directory.
PAR. 4. The aforesaid statements are raIse , misleading and deceptive.
In truth and in fact respondent is not connected in any way with the
American Automobile Association , and exercises no influence whatsoever upon the selection or approved hotels , auto courts and other over
night accommodations by said Association. Respondent does not have
working agreements with any business firms whereby said firms instruct their salesmen to patronize the advertisers listed in his directory.
Respondent does not grant exclusive listings to his advertjsers. On the

contrary, respondent will grant listings to as many hotels and auto
courts as will purchase such listings. Respondent has no basis for
representing to advertisers that a spe, eific number of persons win

AMERICAJ.~ COMivIERCIAL TRAVELER
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patronize said advertisers within any prescribed period of time as a
result of it listing ill his directory. In fact many advertisers have not
received any benefit ,-..-hatsoever from advertisements inserted in
respondent' s directory.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading
and deceptive statements and representations had the tendency and
capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the ptlrchasing public into
the erroneous anclmistaken belief that such statements and representations were true and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing
public , because of such erroneous and mistaken belief , to purchase
listings in respondent's directory.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid aets and practices of the respondent , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Tra, de Commission Act.
DECISION Ol" THE COl\fl\IISSION

Pursuant to RuJe XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and
as set forth in the Commission s " Decision of the Commission and
Order to File Report of Comp1iance , dated June 24 , 1952 the initial
decision in the instant matter of hearing examiner J. Earl Cox , as set
out as follows , became on that date the decision of the Commission.
INITL\ L DECISION BY J. EARL cox ,

HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

the Federal Trade Commission on January 18 , 1952 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent
Solomon L. Cornsh , an individual doing business as American Commercial TraveJer , charging him with the, use of unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said
Act. The "Notice " portion of said complaint provided that the failure of said respondent to file his ans,"\'er within the time therein provided and the failure to appear at the time and place therein fixed for
hearing would be deemed to authorize the Commission and the abovenamed hearing examiner , without further notice , to find the facts to
be as alleged in the complaint and to issue an order to cease and desist
in the form set forth in said notice. The said respondent failed to
file an answer to the complaint herein but , on the contrary, stated in
a letter that he did not intend to file an answer , and failed to appear at
the time and place fixed for the hearing. At said hearing before the
above-named hearing examiner , duly designated by the Commission
the attorney in support of the complaint moved that the respondent
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be found in default , and for the entry of an order to cease and desist
.jn the form set forth in the "Notice " portion of the complaint. Said
motion was granted and the hearing was closed. Thereafter , the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by the said hearing
examiner upon the complaint and said motion of the attorney in sup-

port of the complaint; and

said hearing examiner having duly con-

sidered the record herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest
of the public. and , pursuant to Rules V and VIII of the Rules of Practice of the Commission , makes the following findings as to the facts
conclusion drawn therefrom~

and order:

FIXDIXGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Solomon L. Co rush is an individual do-

ing business as American Commercial Traveler , with his office and
principal place of business located at 319 South Robertson Boulevard
Beverly Hills , California. The respondent is now , and since April
1950 has been , engaged in the solicitation and sale of advertisements
of hotels and motor courts located in various States of the United

States and the publieation and distribution of n directory of hotels
and motor courts , designated as American Commercial Traveler , in
which said advertisements are listed.
PAR. 2. In connection with saiel business , respondent engages in
commercial transactions , in commerce , with both cllstomers and
prospective customers including the transmission of letters , proofs of
advertisements , contracts and checks. Respondent causes his directory to be transported from the place of publication in the State of
California to advertisers and to subscribers of said publication located
in various States of the United States. Respondent maintains , and
at all times mentioned herein has maintained , a substantial course of

, trade in said publication in eommeree, beh,een and among the va rions
States of the United States.
PAR. 3. Respondent and his sales agents in soliciting advertisements
for paid publication have made oral representations to the effect:

that respondent can and will assist his advertisers in obtaining listings
with the American Automobile Association; that respondent has

established a commercial relationship with many businesses as a result
of which said businesses direct or request their salesmen to patronize
hotels and auto courts listed in respondent' s directory; that adver-

tisers will be granted exclusive listings within a prescribed area; and
numbers of persons will patronize advertisers weekly
or monthly by reason of advertisements placed in said directory.

that specified

AMERICAN COMMERCIAL TRAVELER
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The aforesaid statements are false , misleading and deceptive.

truth and in fact respondent is not connected in any way with the

American ~hltomobile Association and exercises no influence whatsoever upon the selection of approved hotels , auto courts and other
overnight aecol11modations by said Assoeiation. Respondent does not
have working agreements ' with any business firms whereby said firms
instruct their salesmen to patronize the advertisers listed in his di-

rectory. Respondent does

not grant exclusive

listings to his adver-

tisers. On the contt'ary, respondent will grant listings to as many

hotels and auto courts

Respondent
a specific number of

as will purchase such listings.

has no basis for representing to advertisers that

persons will patronize said advertisers within any prescribed period
of time as a result of a listing in his directory. In fact many advertisers have not received any benefit whatsoever fron1 advertisements
inserted in respondent' s directory.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading
and deceptive statements and representations has the tendency and
capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purehasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and repre-

sentations were true and

to induce a

substantial portion of the

purchasing public. , because of such erroneous and mistaken belief , to

purchase listings in respondent' s directory.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts find practices of the respondent, as herein found
and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commeree within the intent and
are all to the prejucliee

meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER
It is o')'(ler'
That the respondent , Solomon L. Corush , an individual , trading as Ameriean Commereial Traveler , or trading under
:my other name or trade designation , and his agents , representatives
and empleyees , direetly or through any corporate or other deviee , in
connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution in commerce
as " commeree " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Aet , of
hotel or auto court direetories or other publications , do forthwith
cease and desist from representing, direetIy or by iniplication , in the
, solicitation of advertising for such directories or publications:

(1) That the respondent is eonnected in any

manner with the

American Automobile Assoeiation or is able to obtain the approval of
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or the listing
hotels , auto courts or other accommodations with the
of
American Automobile Association.

(2) That the respondent has ~ working agreement with any business firm as a result
which such firm instructs its salesmen to
of
patronize the advertisers listed in the respondent' s

(3) That advertisers

in the respondent' s

publication.

publication are granted

exclusive listings within a prescribed area.
(4) That any

specific number

of

persons will patronize the adver-

tisers in the respondent' s publication.
ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF C OMPLIANCE

That the respondent herein shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon him
of
this order , file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
he has complied with the order to cease and desist (as required by
It is ordered

said declaratory decision

and order

of

June 24 ,

1952J.

, ""

OR,DERS

OF DISMISSAL OR CLOSING CASE, ETC.

I-h~NHY S. BORDEX TJUDIXG " \8

BORDE~ NOVELTY CO. Complaint

July 12 ,

1950. Order , :May 16 , 1951.1 (Docket 5795.
CHARGE: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or
mislabeling as to composition and manufacture and preparation of
product; in connection ". ith the manufacture and sale of gold covered
watch bands or bracelets.
CO:MI~LAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act nnd by virtue of the

authority vested in it by said act

the Feclera.l Trade Commission , having reason to believe

Borden , individually and trading as Borden

that

Henry

Novelty Co. ,

herein-

after referred to as respondent , has ,iolated the provisions of the
sa, icl act , ~md jt appearing to the Commission that a proeeeding by it in

respect thereof "could be in the publie interest , hereby issues its eO111plaint , stating its charges in that r~speet as follo'\ys:
PARAGRAPH 1. Hespondent , Henry S. Borden , is an individual trading as Borden Novelty Co. with his office and prineipal plaee of business located at 128 East 28th Street , New York , N. Y.
PAR. 2. The respondent is nmy and for more than 2 years last past
has been engaged in the manufacture. , sale , Dnd distribution of gold

covered wateh bands or bracelets.
In the eourse and conduct of such business respondent eaused his
sa, id produets , when sold , to be transported from his plaee of business
inthe State of New Yod\: to purehasers thereof loeated in various other
States of the United States. Respondent maintained , and at all times
mentioned herein has maintained a course of trade in said products

in commerce

among and

behyeen the various States of

States. His volume of business in such

the United

c.ommeTce is substantial.

PAR. 3. Respondent is , and was during all times mentioned herein
in substantial competition in commerce ,yith other individuals and

withcorpol'ations , firms and partnerships engaged in the sale of gold
covered , and other kinds of atch bands. ~llllong such eompetitors
are many who truthful1y llwrk their products as to gold content and
otherwise obsl.'rve the ~tandnrds adopted by t~le industry.
J ~oIl111lii'~ion (order annonnci'Dg
Dec€'muer 3. 1951.

the fruition of said initial decision. was ii:'sned on
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the course and cond net or his aroresaid business and for
said watch bands in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the respondent caused certain of the bands sold by him to be
PAR. 4. In

the purpose or inducing the purchase of his

stamped with the marking " lj20- 12K"

attached to

cards bearing the

and eaused said bands to be
markings " lj20- 12K" GOLD

FILLED" and " 1/20- 12I(T. G. F. Top.
PAR. 5. The industry engaged in the manuracture and sale of gold
covered articles adopted and put into effect many years ago eertain
standards and defiliitions applying to such articles , except watch cases.

Such standards

provide that a karat is one twenty- fourth part by

weight of fine gold in the gold alloy portion of an article and that the
weight or the alloyed gold to the weight or the entire metal of the

article is expressed by fractions. Said standards also provide that an
article having an alloyed gold eontent of less than one- twentieth shall
not be marked " Gold Filled.
PAR. 6. Throngh the use of the aroresaid printings and markings
respondent represented that the gold aHoy covering or said bands was
one- twentieth of the total weight of the entire. metal of said bands
that said bands ,vere gold filled or had gold filled tops , and that the
gold alloy covering was of 12 karat fineness.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid

statements and representations were raIse

misleading and deeeptive. In truth and in ract , the gold alloy with

which said bands were covered did not constitute one- twentieth of the
total weight or the entire metal or the bands and such bands were
improperly designated as " Gold Filled" and "Gold Filled Tops. " The
gold alloy covering of said
12 karat

bracelets was substantially less than or

fineness.

respondent or the aforesaid false , deceptive
and misleading markings has had and now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial number of wholesalers , retailers , and members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that sueh statements and representations were true
and caused numbers of the purchasing public to purchase substantial
quantities of respondent' s products because of such erroneous and
lnistaken belier. As a result substantial trade has been unrairly
diverted to respondent rrom his competitors and injury has been done
by respondent to competition in commerce.
PAR. !1. The aforesaid acts and practices or the respondent , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unrair methods or competition and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning or the Federal
PAR. 8. The use by the

Trade Commission Act.
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DECISION OF THE COl\Il\IISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII

of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the

attached initial decision of the trial examiner did , on the 16th day of
~lay, 1951 ,

become the decision of the Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY WEBSTER BALLINGER , TRIAL EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

the Federal Trade Commission

on July 12 , 1950 ,

issued and subse-

quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Henry
S. Borden , an individual trading as Borden Novelty Co. , charging it
with the use of unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. After the issuance of

said complaint and the filing of re-

spondent' s answer thereto , hearings were held at which testimony and
other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of
8aid complaint were introduced before the above-named trial examiner
theretofore duly designated by the Commission , and said testimony
and other evidence were duly filed and recorded in the office of the

Commission. Thereafter , the proceeding regularly came on for final

consideration by, said trial examiner on the complaint , the answer
thereto , testimony and other evidence , an intervening procedure before

the examiner being waived; and said trial examiner , having duly considered the record herein finds that this proceeding is not in the interest
of the public and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn therefrom , and order:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent,'Henry S. Borden ,
ing as

is an individual tradBorden Novelty Co. with his office and principal place of

business located at 128 East 28th Street , New York , N. Y.
PAR. 2. The respondent is now and for more than 2 years last past
has been engaged in the manufacture , sale and distribution of wristwatch or bracelet bands , the surface covering of which is composed
of gold alloy.

In the course and conduct of his business respondent caused his said
products , when sold , to be transported from his place of business in
the State of New York to purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States , and at all times mentioned herein has
maintained a course of trade in said products in commerce among
and between the various States of the United States. The volume of
his said business in such commerce is and has been substantial.
PAR. 3. Respondent is , and was during all times mentioned herein
in

substantial competition in commerce with other individuals and
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with corporations ,

firms and partnerships

engaged in the sale of

wristwatch or bracelet bands surfaeed with gold alloy.

PAR. 4. Respondent' s wateh and bracelet bands are all flexible , and
a part expandable; the lower or bottom part of the expandable bands
is of stainless steel , constructed of separate cross links , each link

more separate parts , tied or pinned together in the
center so as to permit expansion. Immediately above the bottom steel
part are metallic springs extending the full length of the band whieh
being in two or

maintain the entire bracelet assembly, when on the arm , in a closed
or contracted state. Above the springs and corresponding in shape
to the lower links are caps or erowns , made of base metal , surfaced by
a thin layer of gold alloy. The non-expandable ,vatell and bracelet

separate pieces of base metal linked or tied
together to provide flexibility, surfaced on the top by a thin layer of

bands are composed of

gold alloy.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of his

aforesaid business and

for the purpose of ind ueing the purchase of his said wristwateh or
bracelet bands in commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
the respondent caused certain of said bands
sold by him to be advertised as , and stamped on the metal ends with
the marking " 1/20- 121(" and cause, d said bands to be advertised as.
and mounted on cards bearing the markings " 1/20- 12 KT. GOLD
FILLED" and " 1/20- 12 KT. G. F. Top.
Trade Commission Act ,

PAR. 6. Three of said bands respondents sold in commerce were

tested at the Bureau of Standards of the United States Department
of C0l1llnerCe to determine the gold content of their top surfaee coverings. For the purposes of this test , the surface coverings of end
pieces and portions , but not all , of the surface coverings were made
the portiOIis seleeted being believed to be fairly

representative of the

entire gold alloy surface eoverings. The top surfaee

of the gold

alloy on one wateh band was found to consist of only approximately
one- fortieth of 12 karat gold and thirty-nine fortieths base metal. The
tests of the remaining two disclosed that the top surface of one eontained one- twentieth of 12 karat gold , and the top surface of the third
contained slightly in excess of one- twentieth of 12 karat gold.
PAR. 7. In 1933 ,

at the instanee of interested manufacturers , a genrepresentative manufacturers , distributors , and

eral conference of

users of gold filled and rolled gold plate articles , other than watch
cases , adopted a Commercial Standard for those articles , which was
in 1934 promulgated by the Department of Commeree as Commereial
Standard CS47- 34. Those members of the
ing to eonform thereto executed a paper

Commercial Standard CS47-34.

industry who were will-

entitled "Aeeeptance of
Those who partieipated in the
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conference and accepted the standard , with but few exceptions , operated in the New England and Atlantic Coast States extending south

to and including New Jersey and in 'which territory the great bulk
but not all , of the gold filled jewelry was then manufactured. The
respondent did not participate in the conference nor execute an acceptance of the standard.

There was no statutory authority under

which the agreement was entered into or promulgated , of which fact
the examiner takes judicial notice. It was purely a voluntary arrangement between the industrial participants in the conference and
other members of the industry who voluntarily consented to conform
the time the commercial standard was promulgated expansion wristwatch bands were not manufactured but
were in use for bracelets. The standard thus promulgated provided
under the heading " Nomenclature and Definitions " as
inte1' alia
follows:
thereto. In 1934 and at

G. A karat is l ~.J,th part by weight of fine gold in the gold alloy portion of the
Gold Filled' means that the gold alloy used on

article. For example, ' lO- Karat
the surface or surfaces
Under the bending

contain:,; 10/24ths by weight of

fine gold.

Qualify ;11(/1'7.:1S

Xo article haYing all alloyec1 gold content of less than 1/20 shall
10. *
be marked ' Gold Filled.' ,
PAR. 8.

Two manufacturers of metallic "Tist bands , \vho subseribed

to the eommereial standard referred to in the preceding paragraph
testified that , in their opinion , said standard was generally accepteel
by the industry; that respondent' s

markings did not conform to said

standard in that the letters " GT'~ meaning " Gold Top, " refered to the
entire top crown or shell , whereas the top crown or shell of respondent'
\\Tist bands ,vas composed of base metal surfaced on the top with a thin

covering of gold alloy which did not constitute one- twentieth of the
total weight of the entire metal in the band as required by the Standard. These two

manufacturers conform to the commercial standard

and make the entire top piece of wrist bands made and sold by them
of gold alloy. They place no markings on the metal bands but print
oil a card upon which the band is mounted the name of the company, or

its trade-mark and " 1/20- 12K. Gold Filled. " To what extent this
practice is now or has in recent years been followed in the industry is
not diselosed , but the evidence of other witnesses clearly indicates that
today many manufacturers of metallic bands in the New York area
(condition in other areas not being shown) follow the same form of
manufacture and markings used by the respondent , and that the comJ1Jercial standard , set in 1934 , by reason of changed conditions in the
iJldustry during the last 17 years is not regarded by many as applicable
to 01' controlling the marking of gold alloyed surfaces of wrist bands.
213840-- 54----
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The complaint charges a violation of commercial

standard adopted

in 1933 by those who voluntarily partieipated in a conference to standardize gold filled or gold surfaeed jewelry, other than watches. Adherence to the standard was purely voluntary.

Refusal or failure of

the respondent to subscribe or conform to the standard was not a viola-

tion of law and formed no basis for the charge that respondent had
engaged in unfair methods of competition or unfair

and deeeptive acts

meaning of the Federal Trade

and praetices within the intent and

Commission Act.
ORDER

That the complaint

It is 01'de1'

be

, and the same is hereby,

dismissed.
Before

11/1'.

11/1'. Jesse
Daniel

ill

TV

trial examiner.

ebste' i' Balli' ~ger

for the Commission.
B e1' 7w1'd Jacobson of New York City, for respondent.

D. Kash

JOSEPH GOLDSTONE AND ESTHER GOLDSTONE TRADING AS IMPERIAL
PEARL SYNDICATE ET AL. Complaint , June 30 , 1945. 1 Order , July
1951. (Docket 5348.

1 The Commission on April 28 , 1947, issued an order amending complaint , as foIIows :

This matter comes on to be heard by the Commission upon the request of cou!lsel supporting the complaint, that the complaint herein be amended by including the Imperial
Pearl Syndicate , an IIlinoi~ corporation with its office and principal place of business at
No. 5 Korth Wabash A venue , Chicago, III. , as a party respondent, chargi!lg such corpora-

tion with the same acts and practices charged against the original respondents herein.

appears that respondents Joseph Goldstone and Ester Goldstone are officers of and do now
and have during the period of time mentio'l1ed in the complaint herein , control1ed the

business policies and practices of said corporation , and that the respondents, Joseph Gold-

stone and Esther Goldstone and the said Imperial Pearl Syndicate, a col"l1Oration , !lave
consented and agreed that the said corporation be made a party responde!lt in the matter

and charged with the same acts and practices

charged against the original respondents

herein , without the issuance and service of formal amended complaint or notice with respect

thereto, and that the answer interposed i!l behalf of Joseph
stone be deemed to be the answer of the said Imperial Pearl

Goldstone and Esther Gold-

Syndicate, a corporation ,

and

have further consented and agreed that the testimony taken in this case shal1 apply to

and have the same force and effect as if the

respondent in the first instance

said corporation had been named a part~'

and had been duly served with a copy of complaint and

given due notice of all hearings a!ld other proc-eedillgs in the matter , and the Commission
having duly considered the matter and the record herein and being now
ful1y
advised

in the premises;

It is ordered That the complaint herein be ,

and the same hereby is, amended by including

the Imperial Pearl Syndicate, an Illinois corporatio!l with its office and principal place of
business at No. 5 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago , Ill. , as a party respondent in this proceeding, and charging said corporation with all the acts and practices charged against

ndicate ; interposed in behalf of respondents Joseph

the respondents Joseph Goldstone and Ester Goldstone, copartners tradi!lg as Imperial
Pearl S~It is fm' ther

o/' de/" ed, That the answer
stone and Esther Goldstone be deemed to be and hereby
added respondent ,

Imperial Pearl Syndica te ,

That all

Gold-

is accepted as the answer of the

a corpora tiO!l ;

It is further ordered
testimon~' taken in the case shall apply to the said Imperial Pearl Syndicate, a corporation
lJa't"e the same force and effect as if it had
been named a party respondent in the first instance and had been duly served with a copy
of complaint a'Dd given due notice of all hearings and, other proceedings in the matter.

, and

' ,
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CHARGE: Neglecting,

unfairly or deceptively, to make material dis-

Is.

closure as to product being of Japanese or foreign origin; in connection with the wholesale distribution and sale of imported merchandise , including necklaees
cultured pear

and other jewelry produets made from

COMPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act, and by vil tue of the authority vested in it by said act
the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Joseph
Goldstone and Esther Goldstone , copartners trading as Imperial
Pearl Syndicate ,

hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated

, and it appearing to the Commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges in that respect as
the provisions of said net

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Joseph Goldstone and Esther Gold-

stone are copartners trading as Imperial Pearl Syndicate , with their
office and principal place of business loeated at 5 North Wabash
Avenue , Chicago , Ill.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now , and for several years last past
have been , engaged in the wholesale distribution and sale of imported merchandise , including necklaces and other jewelry products

made from cultured pearls , in commerce among and between the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
The respondents cause and have eaused their said merchandise
when sold , to be shipped from their said place of business located
in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
The said respondents maintain , and at all times mentioned' herein
have maintained , a course of trade in said merchandise among and
between the various States of the United States

trict of Columbia.

, and in the

Dis-

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business in connection with the sale and distribution of cultured pearls imported

from Japan and other foreign countries , respondents receive said
they are graded

cultured pearls loosely strung, at which time
matched , restrung and used in pear I necklaces ,

earrings , brooches

and rings , which are thereafter offered for sale and sold as aforesaid.
Large quantities of said eultured pearls are imported by said respondents and are offered for sale and sold to members of the purchasing and consuming public in the manner aforesaid.
PAR. 4. At

the time of the importation into the United States of

the said cultured pearls and at the time the respondents receive said
cultured pearls of foreign origin , such products have been and are
all labeled or marked with the \yord " Japan " or the words " l\1ade
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in Japan " or marked with other word or words indic.ating the country of origin.

After said products are received in the United States , the respondents cause the ,yords or marks indicatinQ" their foreian oriaill to
removed therefrom and thereafter sell and distribute the said prodcommerce as above set forth \yithont a11Y words or marks
thereon indicating their foreign origin
cause the said products
ucts in

, and

offered for sale and sold to members of the purc.hasing and
consuming public in that condition without informing the purchasers
thereof that the said produc.ts are of foreign origin.
PAR. 5. There is a well-established practice among merchandisers
to be

generally to mark 01' label products of foreign origin and their containers with the name of the country of their origin in legible English
words in a c.onspicuollS plnce. By reason thereof , a substantial portion of the buying and consuming publie has come to rely, and now
relies , upon such labeling 01' marking and is influenced thereby to distinguish and discriminate bet"' eell competing products of foreign and
domestic. origin. 'Vhen products composed in whole or in substantial

L,

part of

imported materials are offered for sale and sold in the ehan-

various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia , they are purchased and acc.epted as
and for and taken to be products wholly of domestic manufacture and
origin unless the same are labeled , marked or imprinted in a manner
whic.h informs the purchaser that said products or substantial parts
thereof are of foreign origin.
PAR. 6. There is 110W , and for several years last past has been , among
members of the buying and consuming public. , a substantial preference
for products whic.h are wholly of domestic manufacture or origin , as
distinguished from products of foreign manufacture or origin or
from products made in substantial part of materials or parts of foreign origin. During recent years and especially at the present time
there is a. dec.ided and ovenvhelming preference among Ameriean
purchasers and consumeTS for products of Americ.an ma.nufacture and
origin as distinguished from products wholly or partly of Japanese
nels of trade in comllleree in the

manufacture and origin.
PAR. 7. The practice of respondents as aforesaid of offering for
sale , selling, and distributing their elllturedpearls of Japanese or other

foreign origin , made into pearl necklaces , earrings , brooches , and
rings , without any labeling or marking to indic.ate to purc.hasers the
Japanese or other foreign origin of suc.h products , has had , and now
has , the eapacity and tendency to , and has and does , mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers into the false and erroneous belief that said cultured pearl neck1aces , earrings. brooches , and
rings and all the parts thereof , are whoIIy of domestic manufacture
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and origin , and into the purchase thereof in reliance upon such erroneous belief. Furthermore , respondents ' said practice' places in

the hands of uninformed retailers of respondents ' cultured pearl necklaces , earrings , brooches , and rings , a means and instrumentality to
mislead or deceive members of the buying and consuming public into
the false and erroneOllS belief that said products and all the parts
thereof are wholly of domestic origin and thus into the purchase

thereof in reliance upon sueh erroneous belief.

acts and practices of respondents as herein
alleged are. all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in eOll1111erCe within the intent
PAR. 8. The aforesaid

and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Order dismissing amended complaint without prejudice , follows:
This proceeding regularly eallle on for final consideration by the
Commission upon the amended complaint , respondents ' answer

thereto , testimony and other evidence introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it , and recommended decision of the trial examiner , no briefs having been filed or
oral argument requested.
The complaint herein charges respondents "ith the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practiees in conneetion with the offering for
sale , sale and distribubon of cultured pearl necklaces and other articles of je,yeIry containing cultured pearls in commerce without disclosing the foreign origin of the cultured pearls. Upon consideration
of the entire reeord herein , the Commission is of the opinion , for the

reasons set forth in its opinion accompanying the findings as to the
Son
L. HelleT
facts and o1'(ler to cease and desist in the matter of
Inc. , et a1..2 Docket No. 5358 , that under the circumstances it should
not require that necklaces or other artides of jewelry

eomposed of

imported cultured pearls be labeled or marked so as to disclose the
foreign origin of the cultured pearls.
The Commission having duly considered the matter and being now

fully ad vised in the premises:

It is ordered That the ame, ncled complaint herein be , and the same
hereby is , dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission
to institute a new proceeding or to take such further or other action
at any time in the future with respect to the subject matter of said
complaint as may be ,,- arranted by the then existing cireumstances.
~fr' . John 1V. Addison trial examiner.
Before
for the Commission.
Afr. Joseph Calla1.l)ay
and
Mr. B. G. 1Vilson
~f1' . Jay A. Gil1n,
47 F. T. C. 34.

of New York City, for respondents.
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BEN FRIEDLANDER TRADING AS ADELPHI HOSIERY CO. AND LOUIS G..
KAUDERER TRADING AS DOUBLE
August 9

KNIT HOSIERY ~IrLJ~ s.

Complaint

1946. Order , July 13

1951. (Docket 5457.
CHARGE: Misbranding or mislabeling in vioJation of the W 001
Products Labeling Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act;
connection with the offer and sale of men s socks , as set forth in the

complaint thereof , as follows:
COMPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the "\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said acts , the Federal Trade
Commission , having reason to believe that Ben Friedlander , an individual trading as Adelphi Hosiery Co. , and Louis G. Kauderer , an
individual trading as Double Knit Hosiery :Mills , hereinafter referred
to as respondents , have vioJated the provisions of said acts and the
rules and regulations promulgated under the "\V 001 Products Labeling
Act of 1939 , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues

its complaint , stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAQRAPH 1. Respondent Ben Friedlander is an individual trading.
and doing business as Adelphi Hosiery Company and has his prineipal office and place of business at 93 vVorth Street , New York 13
N. Y. Said respondent is now and for more than year Jast past has
been e, ngaged in the sale, of hosiery.

Respondent Louis G. Kauderer is an individual trading and doing
lmsiness as Double Knit Hosiery ~fiJJs and has his principal office
and place of business at Riverside , N. J. Said respondent is now and
for more than 1 year last past has been engaged in the manufacture
of men s socks ,

some of which are sold and have been sold

aforementioned respondent , Ben Friedlander
Hosiery Co.

to the

, trading as Aclelphi

PAR. 2. Respondent Louis G. Kauderer , trading as Double Knit
Hosiery Mills , is engaged in the manufaeture for introduction in
commerce , and both of the respondents are engaged in the introduction into comme~' ce and in the saJe , transportation and distribution
of wool products as such products are defined in the vV 001 Products
Labeling Act of 1939 , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in said

Act and in the Federal Trade Commission

Act. ~1any of respond-

ents ' said wool products are composed in whole or in part of " wooJ
reprocessed wool

" or " reused

wool

" as those terms are defined in

the "\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 ,

and such products are subject
to the provisions of said act and the rules and reguJations promulgated thereunder. Since July 15 , 1941 , respondent Louis G. Kauderer
trading as Double Knit Hosie,ry ~fills , has violated the provisions of
saiel act , and said rules and re,gulations , in the manufacture for intro-
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duction into commerce , and both of said respondents have violated
the provisions of said act and said rules and regulations in the introduction into commerce and in the sale , transportation and distribution
of said wool products in said commerce , by eausing said wool products
to be misbranded 'within the intent and meaning of said act and the
rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
PAR. B. Among the wool products manufactured for introduction
into commerce by Louis G. Kauderer , trading as Double Knit Hosiery
l\fil1s and introduced into commerce , and sold , transported and distributed in said commerce by both the respondents , as aforesaid
were men s socks. Exemplifying respondents ' practice of violating

said act and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder is
their misbranding of the aforesaid wool products in violation of the
provisions of said act and the said rules and regulations by failing to
affix to said wool products a stamp, tag, label or other means of
identifieation , or a substitute in lieu thereof , as provided by said act
showing (a) the percentage of the total fiber weight of the wool
product , exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percent of said
total fiber weight , of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3) reused wool
(4) each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of
bueh fiber was 5 percent or more , and (5) the aggregate of all other
fibers; (b) the maximum percentage of the total weight of the wool
product of any nonfibl'ous loading,

filling or adulterating

matter;

( e) the percentages in words and figures plainly legible by weight
of the
001
contents of sueh wool product where said wool product

contains a fiber other than wool; (d)
of the wool product ,

the

name of the manufacturer

or the manufacturer s registered identification

number and the name of a seller or reseller of the produet as prorules and regulations promulgated under such act

vided for in the
or the

name of one or more persons subject to section

with respect'to such wool product.

3 of said act.

PAR. 4. The aforesaid acts , prnc6ces and methods of the respondents , as alleged herein , were and are in violation of the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated

thereunder , and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
C'ommeree within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commissi on Act.

Ommu dismissing complaint without prejudice follmvs:
This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the complaint , respondents ' ans,yers thereto , testimony and other evidenee
including a stipulation between counsel whieh was read into the
record , find initial decision of the trial examiner which the Commission ordered be considered , and which was considered , a recommended
deeision , to which 110 exceptions were filed (no briefs having been
filed , and oral arlrument not having been requested) .

((;
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The complaint charges the respondents with violation of the vV 001
the rules and regulations promulFederal
Trade. Commission Act , through
gated thereunder , and the
wool
products
by failing to affix to said
the misbranding of certain
wool products a stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification
Products Labeling Act of 1939 and

showing the fiber content thereof and other information required by
the 'Yool Products Labeling Act of 1939 ann the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder.
, It appears from the record herein that the respondent L. G.

Kauderer , an individual trading as Double Knit Hosiery :Mills , at the
instance of re.spondent Ben Friedlander , an individual trading
480
dozen pairs of men
Adelphi Hosiery Co. , shipped approximately
socks to Black ~Ianufacturing Co. , Seattle , 'Vash. , in ,Tuly 1045. The
80e1\:s ,

whieh were imperfect in construction and manufacture because

form to specifications of the United States Army
and which were known in the trade as "Army rejects " were composed
of 63 percent wool and 37 percent cotton. These socks did not bear a
stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification showing the name
or registered identification number of the manufacturer or of a seller
and a t least 60 dozen pairs of these socks did not have printed thereon
legible labels or transfers clearly showing the fiber content as required
by the 'Y 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

they failed to eon

It further appears , however , that the aforesaid misbranding, which
oecurred during the abnormal and unsettled eonditions resulting from
the war , was inadvertent and partly due to earelessness on the pa.rt
of an employee of respondent !(auderer; and that , upon having the

improper labeling called to their attention , the respondents took
immediate steps to fully eomply with the requirements of the vV 001
Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the

rules and regulations pro-

m ulgated thereunder.

The Commission being of the opinion that

under the eircumstances

the public interest does not require further corrective
matter at this time:
I t is oNlered

That the complaint herein be ,

dismissed without prejudice to the

action in this

and the same hereby is

right of the Commission to insti-

tute a new proceeding against the respondents or to take such further
or other action in the future as may be warranted by the then existing
circumstances.
Before

i111' .

JamBS A. Pnl'ceZl

ill1'. J. 1T'. BTookfield ,

Jr.

trial examiner.
and

lJJ' .

George

111. .:.11 aJ'tin

for the

Commission.
lifr. H e'l'be-rt E. K auf-nUl'lL of New York City, for Ben Friedlander.
Parl~el' of :Mount Holly, :N. J. , for Louis G. Kauderer.
Powell
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SAl'tlUEL LIl'l\L-\.N LOUIS B. L1Pl\L1N FLOYD LEIBo,"\TITZ AND Louis
WELSCHER DOING BUSINESS AR PETITE 1\1188 CO. Complaint , June 28
1945. Order , July 26 1951. (Docket 5345.

CHARGE: 1Iisbranding or mislabeling in violation of the

vV 001

Products Labeling Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act and
using misleading product name or title as to composition of product

in violation of last named act; in connection

with the

manufacture

and sale of women s and !3hildren s coats and suits and other artie1es.

, COMPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , and the \V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and

by virtue of the authority vested in it by said acts , the Federal Trade
Commission , having reason to believe that Samuel Lipman , Louis B.
Lipman , Floyd LBibowitz and Louis Welscher , individually and as
copartners , trading and doing business as Petite l\liss
Co. hereinafter
referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said acts , and
the rules and regulations promulgated under the \V 001 Products
Labeling Act of 1939

, and it appearing

to the Commission that

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
P ARAGRAI) H

1. The respondents , Samuel Lipman , Louis B. Lipman
are copartners , trading and
doing business as Petite :J\fiss Co. , and have their office and principal
place of business at 500 Seventh Avenue , New York , N. Y. Respond-

Floyd Leibowitz and Louis \Velscher ,

ents are now and for more than 1 year last past have been engaged
in manufacturing and selling women s and children s coats and suits
and other artides.
Respondents cause and for more than 1 year last past have caused
said products , when sold by them , to be transported from their place
of business in the State of New York to various purc.hasers thereof
at their respective points of location in the various States of the

United States and in the District of Columbia. Hespondents maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of
trade in said products in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business ,

and

for the purpose of inducing the sale of certain of their aforesaid

products , the respondents have used and are now using the expression
Ango- L1ama " as a trade name for said products which trade name
appears on labels attached to the products , and in various other ways.
PAR. 3. Through the use of the aforesaid trade name , in the manner
aforesaid , the respondents have represented and are now representing
that the said products are made wholly or in part of the hair or wool
of the llama.

--------- ------ ----- -- -- ---- -- ---------- --------- -- ----- --------- --- --------------- - -- ------- -- -- -- - --- - -- ---- ------- - ------------ -------- ----------------------
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PAR. 4. The use by the respondents of the trade name , in the manner
aforesaid , is false and misleading. In truth and in fact none of the
hair or wool of the llama is used in the manufacture of said products
or contained therein.
PAR. 5. There is a preference on the part of the. substantial portion
of the purchasing public for coats and other articles made of llama

wool.
, PAR.

6. The use by the respondents of the acts and practices herein-

above described has the capacity and tendency to and does mislead

and deceive wholesalers and retailers who purchase their said products
for resale as to the true fiber content of the products. By said acts
and practices respondents also place in the hands of the aforesaid
purchasers of their said products for resale a means and instrumentality whereby they may and do mislead and deceive the purchasing public as to the true fiber content of the products. As a

, substantial quantities of said products are
purchased in the. belief that they are made wholly or in part of the

result of this deception

hair or wool of the llama.
PAR. 7. Since July 15 , 1941 , among the coats , suits , and other articles
manufactured , offered for sale , sold and distributed in commerce , and
the coats , suits , and other articles manufactured for introduction into
commerce , as " comme.rce '~ is defined in the Wool Products Labeling
Act of 1939 , are many which are wool products within the intent and

meaning of the ",V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , in that such
coats , suits and other articles are composed in whole or in part of
wool , reprocessed wool or reused wool , as those terms are defined in
said act and said rules and regulations.

Among the said wool products offered for sale , sold and distributed
by respondents in commerce , as aforesaid , and among the coats manufactured for introduction into said commerce , were certain articles
which bore conflicting labels. Attached to some of said articles
particularly coats , were cardboard tags which bore the following

information:
Fabric

Content
100% WOOL

Exclusive of Ornamentation
MFG. 885

Manufactured for
Style

Size

PETITE MISS CO.

cloth label sewed to the innerlining near the collar
garments reads as follows:

of said
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The
CUDDLE COA'l'
AN GO- LLAMA

MOHAIR AND 'VaaL
100%
Lined with Skinner s Quality Rayon.

PAR. 8.

The use on the same coat of the cardboard label which states

that said coat is composed of " 100% wool" and a c1oth label which
states that said coat is composed of " mohair and wool" is conflicting
and has the capacity and tendency to confuse and mislead and does
confuse and mislead the purehasing public as to the fiber content of
said garments and is a violation of the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act
of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
PAR. 9. In the course and

conduct of their business as aforesaid

the respondents have used the statement " M:fg. 885" on the aforesaid
cardboard tags.
, By the use of said statement , in the manner aforesaid , the respondents represent that there has been assigned to them a manufacturer
number by the agency of the United States Government authorized to
assign such numbers to manufacturers of woolen products. In truth
and in fact a manufacturer s registered number has never been assigned to respondents by an agency of the United States Government
authorized to assign such numbers to manufacturers of woolen products , and the respondents are not entitled to use such representation.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts , practices , and methods of respondents
as alleged in paragraph se, ven and nine herein , constitute misbranding
and were and are in violation of the 'V 001 Produets Labeling Act of
1939 , and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder , and an'
the acts , practices and methods of respondents , as alleged therein , are

to the prejudiee

and injury of the public and constitute unfair and

deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of tfle Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

, the
,
1951
,
on
July
26
attached initial decision of the trial examiner shall

Pursuant to rule XXII of the Commission s

rules of practice

become the decision of the Commission.
ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Initial Decision by James A. Purcell , trial examiner: This proceed-

ing came on to be considered by the above- named trial examiner theretofore duly designated by the Commission , upon the complaint of
the Commission , the answer of respondents , testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the

com-

plaint , no proposed findings and conelusions having been presented
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by counsel and oral argument not

having been requested; and further

upon c.onsideration of a motion to dismiss the compla.int , without
prejudice to the right of the Commission to reopen the matter should
future conditions warrant , on the several grounds therein set forth
filed herein by memorandum to the Commission on January 20 , 1950
by the attorney in support of the complaint ,

concurred in by the

attorney representing the respondents. Said motion was , by order

Commission dated November 6 , 1950 , referred to the trial examiner for his consideration.
The undersigned , being now fully advised in the premises, statelS

of the

as follows:
On June 28 , 1945 , complaint issued against the four- named respondents , former officers of Petite :Miss , Inc. (snch corporation not
here a respondent), said individuals , as copartners having acquired
the business and assets of the corporation , Petite ~1iss , Inc. , and continuing said business under the firm name and style of Petite Miss Co.

Respondents ' were

charged with violation of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act through the deceptive use of the term " Ango- Llama
and also with violation of the

'V

001 Products Labeling Act of 1939

and of the rules and regulations promulgated under the last-named
act ,

the alleged violntion consisting of the use of conflicting

and the unauthorized use of a manufacturers '

labels

number in conne, ction

with the sale of their woolen products.
As to the use by respondents of the term " Ango- Llama " in connec.,
tion with the sale of their products , a supplemental investigation of
respondents ' practices in October of 1947 , developed that they no
longer used the term " Ango- Llama " and in its place and stead had
substituted a. trade name or designation of its products which has
not been

c.hallenged.

As to the charge of violation of the

\tV

001 Products Labeling Act:

The specific violation charged respondents with the unlawful use
a " :Manufaeturer s Registered Identification Number " (885), which
had been assigned for use on July 2 , 1941 , to the corporation , Petite
:Miss , Inc. Hespondents , as copartners , after acquiring the assets and
good will of Petite ~fiss , Inc. , continued for a time the use of said
manufacturer s number 885 under the misapprehension they were
legally entitled so to do by reason of their successorship to the busi-

ness of the corporation. In August

of 1945 ,

respondents were noti-

fied that the designation number theretofore assigneel to Petite :Miss
Inc. , would have to be canceled , but due to the pendency of the complaint against the company such action was not in fact taken until
April 14 , 1948 , whereupon respondents , c.opartners trading as Petite
~1iss Co. , applied for assignment of a manufacturer s registered identification number as a result whereof the number 6838 was , on July 9
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1948 ,

duly assigned and such designation is now in force and effect.
An investigation of the methods of respondents in the conduct of
their business in relation to the charges of the complaint , pursued at
the instance of this Commission on October 3 , 1947 , failed to disclose
that the respondents were , at that time , violating the provisions of
the tV 001

Products Labeling Act of 1939.

By reason of the foregoing it is the opinion of the trial examiner
that no substantial public interest presently

exists in the issues raised

in the present proceeding, wherefore:

t is ordered That the, com plaint in this proceeding be , and the
same hereby is , dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute further proceedings should further facts warrant.
Before
l1J.r. J am, e8 A. Purcell trial examiner.
l~fr. Ru8sell T. Po1'te1'
for the Commission.
1111'.
LO'lds H. Solomon of New York City, for respondents.
FOREST CITY PRODUCTS , INC. , AND H. SCHINDLER & Co. ,

INC. Com-

plaint, August 11 , 1945. Order , August 3 , 1951. (Docket

5366.

CHARGE: l\1isbranding or mislabeling as to composition of prod-

with the sale of waxed thread designed for use in
cleaning
human teeth.
uct; in connection

COMPLAINT: Pursuant

to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act
the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Forest
City Products , Inc. , a corporation , and H. Schindler & Co. , Inc. , a
corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the

, and it

provisions of said act
appearing to the
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in

hereby issues its complaint ,

Commission that a

the public interest

stating its charges in that respect as

follows:
PARAGHAPH 1. Respondent Forest City Products , Inc. , is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio with
itsoffice and principal place of business at 205 St. Clair Avenue N'V.

in the r,lty of Cleveland , Ohio.
Said respondent is now , and has been

for

several years last past

engaged in the sale and distribution of waxed thread designed for use
in cleaning human teeth , which said respondent designates and ident~ties generally by the trade name or brand " Sentinel " to dealers , purchasers , and users thereof located in the various States of the United
StatE's and in the District of Columbia.
Said respondent causes and has caused said waxed thread , when
Bold , to be transported from its principal place of business in CleveJand , Ohio ,

to the purchasers

thereof located in the various States

of the United States other than the State of Ohio , and in the District
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of Columbia. Said respondent maintains , and at all times men-

tioned herein has maintained , a course of trade and eommeree in said
waxed thread between and among the States of the United States.
PAR. 2. Respondent H. Sehindler & Co. , Inc. , is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of :Massachusetts

with its office and principal place of business in the city of Canton
Mass.
PAR. 3. Respondent Forest City Products , Inc. , has caused , and now
c.auses , the c.ontainers and packages containing said waxed thread and

the cards and other advertising material acc.ompanying same ,

to be

words " Dental Floss " and frequently with the
additional words " Purified Wax Silk."
Through the use of the insc.ription "Dental Floss " and the inscripinscribed with the

tion " Purified

"\Vax Silk," respondent Forest City Products , Inc.

represents and implies to purchasers and users of said product that it
is made from silk fiber , the product of the cocoon of the silkworm.
In truth and in fact , the waxed thread offered for sale and sold by said
respondent marked , branded , and represented as aforesaid , was not
and is not composed of silk fibers , the product of the cocoon of the
silkworm , but was and is composed of a thread or fiber known as
rayon , produced through a synthetic. product , whic.h was substituted
for the silk fiber usually used in the l11anufac.ture of such thread.
PAR. 4. For many years waxed thread designed for use in cleaning
human teeth has been composed of silk fibers , the product of the coc.oon
of the silkworm

, and such

thread has been designated , described

and referred to in the trade and by the public. as " Dental Floss. " The
term "Dental Floss " has so long been associated by the public. with
thread for the cleaning of teeth composed of silk fibers , the product
of the c.oc.oon of

desc.ribe ,

the silkworm ,

or refer to thread

that when tIiis term is used to desig11ate

used lor c.leaning teeth ,

ac.cepted by the public. as being composed of

such thread is

silk fibers.

The use of the term "Dental Floss " to designate , deseribe , or refer
to waxed thread designed for use in cleaning human teeth which is
c.omposed in whole or in part of fibers other than silk , the produc.t of
the cocoon of the silkworm , without disclosing in immediate c.onnection and conjunction therewith

, in words

of equal c.onspicuousness

the true name of the fibers c.ontained in such thread , is misleading
and deceptive to members of the public in that such thread is accepted
as and for thread composed of silk.
PAR. 5. Respondent H. Schindler & Co. , Inc. , is now and has been

for several years last past , engaged in the manufacture and packaging
of waxed thread used for the cleaning of human teeth for the respondent Forest City Products , Inc. , and respondent H. Schindler & Co.
Inc. , has placed , and now places , said waxed thread composed of rayon
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in said containers or packages bearing the inscription " Dental Floss
and , in some instances , said additional inscription " Purified vVax
Silk" thereby assisting and enabling respondent Forest City Products
Inc. , to sell and dispose of said waxed thread composed of rayon as and
for thread composed of silk , the product of the cocoon of the silkworm.
PAR. 6. The acts and practices of respondents , as herein described
have had and have the capacity and tendency to and do mislead and
deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers of said waxed thread
by creating the erroneous and mistaken belief that said waxed thread
is made from silk fiber , the product of the cocoon of the silkworm
and to cause a substantial number of such purchasers and the general
public , acting on such erroneous and mistaken belief , to buy said
waxed thread composed of rayon from respondent Forest City
Products , Inc.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and Ineaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
COMPLAINT DIS:MISSED without prejudice by the following order:
This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the complaint of the Commission and the respondents ' answers thereto
admitting all of the

material allegations

of the complaint and

further stating additional facts in explanation of their acts and practices alleged in the said complaint to be in violation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

The allegations of the complaint , all of which are admitted by
respondents , state among other things: (1) That respondent H.
Schindler & Co. , Inc. , manufactured for respondent Forest City

Products , Inc. , waxed thread used for the cleaning of human teeth
which , upon directions from respondent Forest City Products , Inc.
it placed in containers which in all cases were labeled "Dental Floss

and in certain eases had the additional inscription "Purified Wax
Silk " (2) that the wax thread in the containers so marked was composed of rayon , (3) that through the use of the inscription " Dental
Floss " and the inscription " Purified vVax Silk" respondents have represented that the

waxed thread in the containers so marked was

composed of silk.

In addition to their admission of these allegations of the complaint
respondents state in their answers: (1) That their rayon product was
packaged in containers inscribed " Purified

Wax Silk" for a very

ljmited period of time in 1941 while respondent H. Schindler & Co.

Inc. , used up containers so marked which it had on hand to complete
an order for respondent Forest City Products , Inc. , when the Office
of Production Management unexpectedly froze its stock of raw silk
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causing it to shift to rayon as the raw material used in completing the
said order ,

and (2) that the term

"Dental Floss " does not identify a
product so marked ns being made of silk. Also respondents ' answers

indicate that their acts and practices have greatly changed from their
earlier practices as described in the complaint herein. For example
respondent Forest City Products , Inc. , states that nylon has replaced
rayon in their product and their containers now are labeled to show
, that their product is manufactured from nylon. Respondent RainBeau Products
Co. the successor to H. Schindler & Co. , Inc. , states
that it has long discontinued the practice of packaging wax thread for
cleaning teeth and now supplies such material to others for packaging

as they desire.
Therefore , the Commission being of the opinion that the record is
not sufficient to support the allegntions of the complaint relating to

the unfair and deceptive

nature of respondents ' use of the term

made of rayon , and that respondents ' use of the term "Pm'ified 'Vax Silk" in connection with
rayon thread ,vas H bandoned many years ago and there is no reason
Dental Floss " in referring to thread

to believe that the practice

will be resumed;

and the Commission

being further of the opinion that in the circumstances the public
interest would not be served by further proceedings in this matter
at this time:

be , and it hereby is , disCommission to institute
of
the
missed without prejudice to the right
or
to
take
such
further
or
other
action at any time
a. new proceeding
to
the
subject
matter
of
this complaint
in the future ,yith respect
It is onlered

That the eomplaint herein

may be ,,- arranteel by the then existing ciremnstances.
ill')'. John L. I'" OJ'k for the Commission.
B W101t of Providence , R. I. , for respondents.
B arlo'
EDWARD F. QUIRKE ,AND SAnA QUIHKE , TRADING AS ELMITIA STEEL
Co. Complaint , October 5 , 1D-tj. Order , August 16 , 1951. (Docket
Q"'"
;) LJ(.

CIL\IlGE: Achertising falsely or misleadingly ~uld misrepresenting

directly or orally by self or representati:ves as to comparative merits
of product , guarantee , patented product , tests , indorsements or approval and qualities , properties or results of product; claiming indorsements and testimonials falsely or misleadingly as to or from
Department of Commerce; and offering unfair , improper , or deceptive jnducements to purchase as to guarantee; in connection with the
mannfacture and sale of a powdered solvent preparation designed to
improve or condition fuel oil and designated as Elmirite.
COj)IPLAli\'T: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act and by virtue of

the authoritv vested in it by said act

the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Edward

'"
...
... '"...
* '"
... '"

... ...
... '"
*
...
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individually and trading as Ehnira Steel

hereinafter referred to as respondents ,

have violated the provi-

, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby
issues its complaint , stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. R, esponc1ents Edward F. Quirke and Sara Quirke are
individuals trading under the name of Elmira Steel Co. , with their
sions of said act

principal place of business at 185

PAR. 2. Respondents are now ,

:Montague Street , Brooklyn ,

N.

and have been for more than 2

Jears last past, engaged in the manufacture and sale of a powdered
solvent preparation designed to ii11prove or condition fuel oil , and
designated as Elmirite. Respondents cause and have caused said
product , when sold by them , to be transported from their place of
business in the State of

New YorIc to purchasers thereof located

various States of the United States other than the State of New York.
Respondents maintain ,

and at all times mentioned herein have main-

tained , a substantial course of trade in said products in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , in connection
with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of their product in said
commerce , respondents have made numerous false , deceptive , and
misleading statements and representations to purchasers and pros-

pective purchasers of their said product by means of circulars , letters
and pictures , all of general circulation , and also by means of sales
manuals and oral representations employed by respondents ' sales
agents , all descriptive of their said powdered preparation. Among
and typical of such representations so made , but not all- inclusive , are
the following:
(Pictures of boilers , tanks and buildings wrecked by explosions.
... III

We have refrained from offering

a " liquid solvent" for eliminating sludge

from fuel oil storage tanks, sediment from the lines and carbon from pre-heaters.
'Ve can do it- but the customer would buy several hazards. * ... * They are
inflammable and explosive.

Only a powder such as Elmirite gives a guaranteed prescribed service to
heating piants.
Elmirite is - - - - - patented

* * * tested and approved by Department of

Commerce as per claims stated herein.
* * * will eliminate sludge

and water from fuel oil tanks.

Reduces oil viscosity.

Changing to heavier from light oil *
or changing equipment.

213840~54----

* * does not necessitate adjusting

burners

... *
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Savings up to 6% in oil consumption.
Furnaces will come up to heat in shorter time.

An absence of smoke.
Oil will be cleaner and fire hotter.

There will be no scale formation on alloy steels and particularly little or no
scale on straight carbon steels.
Elmirite will remove carbon from burners *
forming on burners.

* * and

will prevent carbon from

PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations , and others similar thereto but not herein set out , all of
which purport to be descriptive of the effectiveness of respondents
powdered preparation in use , respondents represent , directly and by
implication , that Elmirite is not as hazardous as liquid solvents; that
only a powdered solvent such as Elmirite is gllaranteed to furnish

that Elmirite is ,patented; that
tested and approved by the Department of Commerce of the United States; that its use will eliminate sludge and
water from fuel oil tanks; that Elmirite reduces oil viscosity; that.
in chaliging frOlll light to heavier oils , there is no necessity for adjusting burners when Elmirite is used; that savings up to 6 percent
in oil consumption result from the use of Elmirite; that furnaces
prescribed service to heating plants;

Elmirite has been

will come up to a heating

temperature in a shorter time when Elmi-

eliminates smoke and causes the fuel
oil to be cleaner , causes the fire to be hotter , and leaves no scale on
alloy steel and very little , if any, scale on carbon steel; that Elmirite
will remove carbon from burners and will prevent carbon formation

rite is used; that

Elmirite

on burners.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations made by respondents are false , deceptive , and misleading in the following among
other particulars:

In truth and in

fact Elmirite is as hazardous as liquid solvents.

Powdered solvents are not guaranteed to furnish

prescribed

services

Elmirite is not a patented product. It has neither
been tested nor approved by the Department of Commerce of the

to heating plants.

Its use will not eliminate sludge and water from
,
nor
reduce oil viscosity. Elmirite has no effect upon
fuel oil tanks
the adjusting of burners in changing from light to heavy oils.
saving in oil consuinption results from the use of Elmirite in fuel.
Furnaces will not come to a heating temperature any quicker when
Elmirite is used. Elmirite does not eliminate smoke , and it does
not cause fuel oil to be cleaner. Fires are no hotter when Elmirite

United States.
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Elmirite has no effect on scale. Its use will
not remove carbon from burners and will not prevent carbon from

is added to the fuel oil.

forming on burners.
by

PAR. 6. The use

re.spondents

of

the said false and misleading

statement and
aforesaid product has a tenc1eney

representations in connection

with the

sale

of

their

and capacity to , and does , mislead
respondents
of
and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers
said product into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such state-

111ents and representations are true ,

and

of

because

such erroneous

and mistaken belief , to purchase substantial quantities of respondBy
these means respondents have further placed
ents ' said product.
their dealers , agents , and distributors an instrument
whjch the latter mislead and deceive and have misled

of

in the hands
by means

of

and deceived members of the consuming public.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices

of the respondents , as

of
the public , and
constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
of
the intent and meaning

herein alleged ,

to

are all

the injury and prejudice

DECISION OF THE COMl\HSSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII

attached initial decision

of

practice , the
of the Commission
the trial examiner shall , on August 16
s rules

of

1951 , become the decision of the Commission.
ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Initial

Decision

JOHN W. ADDISON ,

by

Trial Examiner: This pro-

ceeding came on to be considered by the above-named trial examiner
by

theretofore duly designated

the Commission , upon the complaint

respondents ' testimony, and other
and in opposition to the allegations
of
the complaint and motion to dismiss the complaint without prejudice by counsel supporting the . complaint as to which opposing
counsel waived answer and agreed that the case be considered without
by
order
intervening procedure which motion was tentatively denied
of April 25 , 1951 (proposed findings not having been presented and
oral arguments not having been requested)
of

the Commission ,

the answer

evidence introduced in

support

of

of

The complaint , issued in October 1945 , charged a partnership in
of
unfair and deceptive acts and pracBrooklyn , N. Y. , with the use
of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , to promote
tices , in violation
of
a powdered solvent preparation known as
commerce
Elmirite desjgned to improve or condition fuel oil by misrepresenting
of the complaint.
its effectiyeness in the claims set forth in paragraph 3
,
John
S. Quirke , Sara
'Vhen the complaint issued Edward F. Quirke

the sale in
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B. Quirke , Edith Quirke , and Virginia Quirke were partners trading
as Elmira Steel Co. John S. and Sara B. died in September 1949 and
Virginia retired and the partnership was dissolved , whereupon said

Edward K. Quirke

and Edith Quirke ,

trading as Elmira Steel

Co.

formed a new partnership that succeeded to the business of the dissolved Elmira Steel Co.
The use of many of the challenged claims had been abandoned before
the complaint issued and the use of others was later given up. None
of them has been used by the successor partnership except those shown
in Commission Exhibit 12 , which is not circulated among the general

purposes is in very rare
instanees where a customer or prospeetive eustomer asks for a copy.
It has to do not with a stoek product but with a coil- cleaning eompound
made up on order to meet requirements preseribed for troubles described by the customer concerned and is for use by engineers on ships
and in plants daily consuming 30 000 to 80 000 gallons of Nos. 2~6 oils.
Respondent Edward F. Quirke says that the new partnership has no
intention of resuming the use of any of the other advertisements in
publie. The only use of it for advertising

evidence.

The trial examiner concludes
quire further corrective aetion

that the public

interest does not re-

by the Commission and that the motion

to dismiss without prejudice should be granted.

Accordingly,

That the complaint in this proceeding be , and it is
dismissed hereby without prejudice to the right of the Commission to
institute further proceedings should future facts warrant.
It is o1Ylered

Before

M1' .

Mr. John
R. A. M co.uat

Perkins , Daniels

Addison trial examiner.
and 1111.. Jesse D . l( ash for the Commission.
Perkins of New York City, for respondents.

lV.

H. 'VARSHOW & SONS , INC. JOSEPH 'VARSHOW , JACK J. FELDMAN
AND LoUIS J. LAYTON. Complaint , November 2, 1950. Order , September 21 1951. (Docket

5824;)

falsely or misleadingly, misbranding or
mislabeling, misrepresenting directly or orally by self or representatives and using misleading product name or title as to manuCHARGE: Advertising

faeture or preparation ,

nature ,

qualities

, properties ,

quality of product; in conneetion with the

or results

and

manufacture and sale of

elastie fabrics.

COMPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that H. 'Varshow & Sons , Ine. , a eorporation and Joseph Warshow , Jack J. Feldman , and Louis J. Layton , as individuals and as officers of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the
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provisions of said act

, and it appearing
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to the Commission that

would be in the public interest

proceeding by it in respect thereof
hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges

in that respect as

follows:
H. 1Varshow & Sons , Inc. , is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York.
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent ,

Respondent Joseph Warshow is president and treasurer , Jack J. Felde
man is . vice president , and Louis J. Layton is secretary of corporate

individual respondents formulate
direct , and control the acts and practices of said corporation , including

respondent. As such officers these

its advertising representations. The principal
said respondents and their

place of business of

post-office address is 15 West Thirty-

seventh Street ,

New York 18 , N. Y.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now and

for several years last past have
been engaged in the manufacture , sale , and distribution , among other
things , of elastic fabrics.
In the course and conduct of their said business , respondents cause
their said products , when sold , to be transported from their place of
business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof located in
various other States of the United States. Respondents

maintain , and

at all times mentioned herein have maintained a course of trade in said
products , in commerce , among and between the various States of the
United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business and for the purpose of inducing the sale of their products in commerce , respondents
have made statements and representations of general circulation
classifying and describing their said elastic fabrics by means of advertisements in

newspapers and trade journals ,

letters , oral state-

ments , labels and invoices. Among and typical of the statements and
representations made in the manner aforesaid are the following:

On printed labels attached to their elastic fabrics:
H. Warshow & Sons * * * Style 1140 ,

price $8.

Width 60"

, Color Nude,

Nylon Power Net;

POWER NET '\Voven with Du Pont Nylon;

In newspapers and trade journals:
Fabrics by Warshow. For flexible figure control. " npn NYLON POWER
NET;

In letters to customers:
We beg to advise you that our Quality 8318 is Nylon Power Net;

In statements by respondent 1Varshow to customers:
I toldhill1 it was power net and I approved his use of the power net label;
Feature it as Power Net.

,,
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PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations
above set forth and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein
respondents represent and have represented their elastic fabric to be a
power net" product , that is , having the quality, characteristics and
method of eonstruction of the genuine " power net" as that term is understood and used in the corset girdle , foundation, and brassiere trade

and industry, and as known to the purchasing public.
PAR. 5. In the year 1809 a

machine was invented in N ottinghalll

County, England , which was designed to make a simple hemgonal
mesh or net having twisted threads that would not ravel. Ti.'lis machine was kn0'vn as the " bobbinet" loom and it is manufactured at
that one place and nowhere else , namely, Nottingham , England.
From this machine comes the word " net" as comprised and used in
the term " power net. " The word " power " in combination with the
word " net" was first used in the year 1931 , in originating the term
power net. " The process of the helical winding of two fibers upon
a rubber thread to give an opposed double stretch was patented and the

trademark "Lastex " was obtained for this elastic yarn. The idea of
using this "Lastex" yarn on the " bobbinet" loom was conceived and

tried out in 1932. The result

of this experiment was a product with
hexagonal mesh , or net design , with opposed diagonal threads which
produced the " two-way stretch " a network which had a snap
powerful kick- back. It was strong enough to be used in making corsets , permitting the elimination of the use of whalebone , rattan , horn
turkey quill , laces , rustless steel , and celluloid strips in corset construction. It became a deluxe fabric for making expensive foundation
garments. Because the fabric was " net" and made on the "bobbinet"
loom , and because it was strong enough to become the " stretch" nla-

terial of corsets

power net. "

and foundations ,

it was named in the industry

as

It became very popular and the demand exceeded the

supply because only a few manufacturers had "bobbinet" machines
which were scarce because of the slow production of them in NottingThe term " power net' : is and has been extensively used not only by corset and girdle manufacturers in advertisements describing the " two-way stretch" fabric employed by them
in making fine foundation garments , but it has also been widely publicized by department stores , and specialty shops selling " power net"
articles of wear. " Power net" came to be known to the manufacturers
department stores , specialty shops and to members of the public as a
high grade type of fabric made on the "bobbinet" loom with Lastex
yarn. This meaning continued unchallenged from the year 1933 to
1948. 1Iany members of the trade and of the purchasing public prefer corsets. o'irclles and foundation garments ma,de of the " power net"
ham County, England.

fabric produced on the bobbinet loom.
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PAR. 6. During the year 1948 respondents began using Lastex yarn
on knitting machines known as I(ayloom , IGdde , Raschel , and Reil'ler
to make elastic fabric , and to advertise and represent such elastic
fabric as " power net" as alleged in paragraph 3 of this complaint.
The said elastic fabric , advertised and sold by respondents , as aforesaid , is of entirely different construction from power net , being knitted
with loops and not woven of intersecting yarns. Respondents ' said
fabric is an imitation of bobbinet power net. It is not a " net" product
and it does not have the hexagonal mesh of the genuine " power net"

product made on the bobbinet machine. It does not have the "double
stretch" or " two-way " stretch of power net but stretches more one way
than another ,

and does not have the same appearance on both sides as
net product. Respondents ' product is a knitted
fabric which is merely looped while the bobbinet machine produces a
product which is genuinely net with an even , powerful two-way
stretch.
PAR. 7. The representations of respondents as hereinbefore set forth
in describing, designating and advertising its product as " power net"
are false and misleading and have the capacity and tendency to deceive
manufacturers , department stores , specialty shops , and members of the
public alike into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such representations are true , and as a result of such belief , so induced , cause and

is true of the power

have caused a substantial portion of the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondents ' said product.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as

herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION OF THE CO~Il\HSSION

Pursuant to rule XXII of the Commission s rules of practice , the
attached initial decision of the trial examiner shall ' on September
, 1951 , become the decision of the Commission.
ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT

Initial decision by Clyde 1\1. Hadley, trial examiner: This proceeding is before the trial examiner for final consideration upon the
complaint of the Commission , the answer of respondents , testimony
and other evidence introduced in support of and in opposition to the
complaint , proposed findings and conc.lusions submitted by counsel
and oral argument of counsel.
Respondents H. "\Varshow & Sons , Inc. , aNew York corporation
and its officers , Joseph vVarshow , Jack J. Feldman , and Louis J. Layton , all located at 15 "\Vest Thirty-seventh Street , New York 18, N. Y.
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are engaged in the manufacture , sale , and distribution of elastic fabrics , in which they maintain a course of trade in commerce among

various States of the United States.

The complaint herein charges

respondents with unfair and deceptive

acts and practices in commerce

by falsely and misleadingly representing in their advertising that

their elastic fabric is a power net product , with the characteristics or
genuine " power net" as understood in the corset , girdle , foundation
and brassiere trade and industry, and known to the purchasing public.
There is only one issue herein: 'Vhether the term " power net" as
applied to two-way stretch meshed fabrics has acquired a secondary
meaning, with the trade and consuming public , that any such fabric
if, made only on a bobbinet machine; or whether such term " power

net" is and always has been known in the trade

and to purchasers

having certain characteristics
rather than as indicative of the type of machine upon which it was
generally as descriptive of a fabric

made.

As shown by the record , the great majority of fabrics advertised
today as "power net" are made on machines other than bobbinet , by
a knitting process , whereas the bobbinet fabric is woven on a loom.
The characteristics distinguishing " power net " as generally understood by the trade and the public , are a hexagonal mesh , and a twoway stretch imparted to the fabric by means of a component or elastic
yarn.
'Vhile some testimony appears in the record that a product made
on respondents ' knitting machines might raveloI' slip, whereas the

bobbinet weave , due to its knotted construction , would not , this feature was not mentioned

in advertising, nor stressed

by witnesses

sufficiently to indicate substantial public concern or even knowledge
thereof , in connection with power net; thus it would not be a determining factor in specifying " power net.
Since the record shows that all elastic fabrics designated " power

the two essential characteristicshexagonal mesh , with two-way stretch achieved by the constituent of
net" possess , and have possessed ,

yarn-and

elastic
evidence is lacking that either the trade or the
public is concerned as to whether such power net be knitted
woven , the question resolves itself into whether , in the public interest
the Federal Trade Commission should restrict use of the term " power

net" to woven fabrics made only on bobbinet machines , on the ground

that said term has acquired a secondary meaning to this effect among
the trade and the purchasing public.
The term " secondary meaning " has been judicially defined as a
word or phrase which might "have been used so long and so extensively
by one producer with reference to his article
to that branch of the purchasing public

that , in that trade and

, the word or phrase had

come to mean that the article was his product; in other words , had
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come to be , to them , his trademark." In arriving at this definition
the courts have considered how the particular term or name mayor
might have become established in the mind of the public , including
the length of time the ternl was used , the advertising involved , and

meaning of the term. No time- limit has
emergence of a secondary meaning; this varies with
the circumstances of the case. The identity of the manufacturer
does not appear essential so long as the term connotes to the trade
and the public only one machine or process as the source of the
public acceptance of the
been set for the

designated article.

According to the evidenc.e , the fad that when power net was first
made , the bobbinet mac.hine was the only mac.hine extant c.apable

of making net , appears never to have been a fac.tor in determining
"N et" is included therein
the rec.ognized meaning of " power net.
denoting
a meshed fabric..
significanc.e
as
a
generic.
term
in its pristine
was
intended
and
promoted by
"
as
used
therein
power
The word "
,
the
originator
in
1935
of Lastex
the United States Rubber Co.
" conand
woven
fabric.s
"both
knitted
power yarn " to desc.ribe all

taining that yarn , without giving any fabric.ator

exclusive right

free use of the word " power
suc.h use of the word " power.
in c.onnection with any fabric. so constructed , as in " power satin
power leno " etc.. , was enc.ouraged and fostered.
The fortuitous c.ircumstance that for a time " power net" was made
In fact ,

only on bobbinet machines-bec.ause

they were then the only ones

available-was nullified and became of no consequenc.e immediately
upon the advent of other machines suitable for this purpose. The
term " power net" has never been applied to a fabric. not possessing
the c.omponent of power yarn , nor has it ever been linked in any
manner with any particular mac.hine. This fact has been tacitly
rec.ognized by the first manufac.turer to produce power net on a
bobbinet machine , who initially designated its product " Elastonet
later " power net " and finally adopted therefor , in 1951 , the legend
"Power Nets Made on Bobbinet :Mac.hines " to indicate the mec.hanical
partic.ular product.
advertisers used designations such as "Power Net Elastic.

sourc.e of its

Other
(1935), "Power Net Lastex (1939), and "Power Net Fabric. . . .
Knit or ",V oven of 'Lastex ' Yarn (1939). Eventually one manufacturer , in 1950 , adopted the term " power bobbinet net. In all the
power net" advertising contained in the rec.ord (c.oyering the span
from 1935 to date) the word " bobbinet" does not once appear until
1950. lIence ,

it becomes

term
machine eyer existed in the mind

apparent that no association of the

pOlyer net" with the bobbinet

the purc.hasing public. to develop a sec.ondary meaning.
In the light of suc.h judic.ial understanding of " secondary meaning,
and as shown by the record herein , the term " power net " as c.om-
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monly used by the trade and the general public , refers , not to a fabric

made on a certain machine or by a certain manufacturer , but to a
fabric possessing certain characteristics: specifically, hexagonal mesh
and two-way stretch imparted thereto by a component of elastic yarn.
These characteristics are possessed in common by the meshed fabric
with two-way stretch , known to the trade as " power net " produced
on both bobbinet machines and machines other than bobbinet. It follows , therefore
secondary Ineaning connoting bobbinet

, that no

fabrication inheres in the term " power net.
Inasmuch as the greater weight of reliable , probative ,

and sub-

stantial evidence establishes the truth of respondents ' representations
it is found that the charge of unfair and deceptive acts and practices
in commerce is unproven; the.refore
t is 01Yle1'
Before

M1'. Clyde

That the complaint be ,
11/.

Hadley,

and it hereby is , dismissed.

trial examiner.

lIfr. R. L. Banks , lIf1..l1/orto'n Nesmith
the Commission.
i111' 1-1 e1' man M e,ndes

GARY JUNIOR Co. ,

andll/T.

J. M. Doukas

for

of New York City, for respondents.
INC.

Complaint , March 26 ,

OSCAR ZrNN AND IRVING vV ILENSKY.

1951. Order . October

, 1951. (J)ocket

5863. )

CHARGE: l\1isbranding or mislabeling and neglecting, unfairly, or
deceptively, to make material disclosure as to composition of product
in violation of the "\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and the

Federal Trade Commission Act; in connection with the introduction
and manufacture for introduction and sale of wool products which
include ladies ' dresses and other articles of ladies ' apparel which
were mad~ by respondents from a fabric designated as " ParkervVilder Range 1121."
COMPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the "\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and by

"\"firtue of the

authority vested in it by said acts , the Federal Trade
Commission , having reason to believe that Gary Junior Co. , Inc. , a

corporation , Oscar Zinn and Irving vVilensky, individually, and as
officers of said corporation have violated the provisions of said acts
ancl the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the "\V 001 Prod-

, and it appearing to the Commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
ucts Labeling Act of 1939

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Gary Junior Co. ,

Inc.

, is a corporation

existing and doing business under and by virtue

organized

of the laws of the

State of New York with its principal place of business located at 231
"\V est Thirty- ~fth Street , New York , N. Y.

CO.
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Respondents Oscar Zinn and Irving

'Vilensky are president and

secretary- treasurer ,

respectively, of corporate respondent , and in
snch capacity they formulate and execute its policies and practices.

Their business address is the same as that of corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to January 1 , 1950 ,

respondents have intro-

duced into commerce , manufactured for introduction into commerce
and offered for sale , sold , and distributecl"in commerce , as " commerce
is defined in the vV 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 ,

wool products

as " wool

products " are defined therein. The said wool products include ladies ' dresses and other articles of ladies ' apparel which were

made by respondents from a fabric designated as
Range 1121 " purchased from Strand 'Voolen Co. , Inc.

"Parker- vVilder

PAR. 3. Upon the labels affixed by respondents to the said articles
appeared the following:
55% wool

45% rayon

PAR 4. The said products were misbranded within the intent and
nleaning of the said act and the rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder , in that they were falsely and deceptively labeled with re-

spect to the character and the amount of their constituent fibers. In
truth and in fact , the said products were not 55 percent wool , as " wool"
aggregate of the woolen fibers therein
constituted less than 55 percent of the said products and they con-

is defined in the said act; the

The said articles were further
misbranded in that the labels affixed thereto did not show the aggre-

tained more than 45 percent of rayon.

gate of all other fibers , each of which constituted less than 5 per centum
of the total fiber weight.

PAR. 5. The person by whom the piece goods , from which said
products were made by respondents , were manufactured for introduction into commerce affixed thereto labels and tags as required by said
act containing information with respect to its fiber content as follows:
20% wool
30% reprocessed wool

50% rayon

Products Labeling Act of 1939 by substituting for said tags and affixing
to the said products tags and labels containing information set forth
in paragraph three herein with respect to the content thereof which
was not identical with the information with respect to such content
upon the tags and labels as affixed to the wool product from which
Respondents have further violated the provisions of the

"Tool

products were made by the person by whom it was manufactured
for introduction into commerce.

.. said

PAR. 6. The aforesaid

acts and practices of respondents as herein

alleged were in violation of the 'V

001 Products Labeling Act of 1939

and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder , and consti-
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tuted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaniIig of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the
attached initial decision of the trial examiner shall , on October 23
1951 , become the decision of the Commission.
ORDER DISMISSING COMPL..~INT

Initial Decision by Frank Hier , trial examiner.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the 'Vool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by said acts ,

on March 26 ,

19

the Federal Trade Commission

, issued and subsequently served its complaint

this proceeding

upon the respondents Gary Junior Co. , Inc. , a corporation , and Oscar Zinn and Irving 'Vilensky, individually, and as
officers or said corporation , charging them with the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of those acts. After the issuance and service of said complaint
and the filing of respondents

' joint answer thereto , hearings were

and in
opposition to the allegations of said complaint were introduced before
the above-named trial examiner theretofore duly designated by the
Commission , and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. The taking of testiheld at which testimony and other evidence in support of

mony was closed after all counsel rested , and thereafter counsel on
both sides submitted proposed findings and conclusion for the consideration of the trial

examiner. Thereafter

counsel in support of

the allegations of the complaint moved to set aside the closing order
and to reopen the proceeding in order to offer additional evidence

which motion was denied by the trial examiner. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by said trial examiner on the complaint , the answer thereto , testimony, and other
evidence , proposed findings as to the facts and conclusions presented
by counsel , and said trial examiner , having duly considered the record herein , finds that this proceeding was brought in the interest
of the public ,

and that there is insufficient reliable , definite , and subto sustain the allegations and charges of the com-

stantial evidence

plaint.
The complaint charges misbranding as to the fiber content of respondents ' dresses. The correct fiber content of a fabric lulO'\,n as
Parker- \Vilder Range 1121 Gordon ~1ills was proved as 20 percent
wool , 30 percent reprocessed wool and 50 percent rayon , and it "as
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respondents purchased some 8 700 yards

thereof correctly labeled as to content ,

tured some 4

INC. , ET AL.

from which

they manufac-

000 dresses , all of which were sold , a substantial por-

tion at least being sold in interstate

commerce. A dress manufac-

tured by respondents , and purportedly sold by them to Jay s of Washington D. C. was introduced in evidence. There was no definite
evidence , however , that this dress was made from the fabric in question. The Federal Trade Commission investigator testified it looked
like one (Tr. 56 , 58), the respondents were uncertain at first but later
identified it frOll1 the style nlUllber as being made from another fabric
containing 55 percent wool , 45 percent rayon (Tr. 85). Since the tag,
which was purportedly on the dress at the time of purchase , although
never proved to be affixed thereto , bore this content as a legend , the
connection between tag and dress became immaterial. The dress was
never exhibited to the fabric seller for identification and connection
with the fabric sold.
There was also testimony by an investigator that he had found 300
dresses hanging on racks in respondents ' warehouse , of the same style
of which 150 were tagged as containing 20 percent wool , 30 percent

reprocessed wool and 50

percent rayon , the, remaining 150 being
wool , 45 percent rayon. Since he

tagged as containing 55 percent
believed all the dresses to be

made from the same fabric , Parker-

Wilder Range 1121 , he called respondents ' attention to this and they,
accepting without further examination his statement changed the

tags on the last bateh to read 20 percent wool , 30 percent reprocessed
wool and 50 percent rayon.

None of these dresses had been sold at

the tbne.

This proof , resting only, as it does , on the investigator s belief based
on his prior examination of the fabric (Tr. 57- 59), that these 150
dresses were made from Parker- 1Vilder R.ange 1121 , the fiber con-

tent of which was known , coupled with respondent vVilensky s statement in one place in the transcript that he did not know he had Range
1121 (Tr. 33), and in another that the
150
dresses could have been
made from that fabric but he did not know , and the further fact that
all of respondent 1Vilensky s knowledge came from the investigator
which he accepted without inquiry or examination (Tr. 7 , 26 , 27 , 32;
Cx. 3 , 48, 54, 55 , 61), is too unsubstantial and indefinite on which to
n1alre a positive finding. The trial examiner is of the opinion , on
the whole record , that the evidence

of misbranding fails on vital

points from haziness , uncertainty and contradiction.
It is accordingly ordered that the complaint herein he , and the same
hereby is , dismissed as to all respondents.
BeforeiYr.
F1' wnk HiM' trial examiner.
M1' . Jesse D. f( ash and M1'. O. J. Aim,on~
for the Commission.
01l, a.n
SM1J~ of New York City, for respondents.
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AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL CO. Complaint , April 18 ,

1950. Order

October 30 ,

1951. (Docket 5765.
falsely or misleadingly as to history, qualities
properties or results and safety of product and furnishing means and
instrumentalities of misrepresentation and deception through supplying false and misleading advertising mats and display cards; in connection with the manufacture and sale of a preparation containing
drugs and designated " C. S. A. Tablets.
CHARGE: Advertising

CO?lIPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the
Fede, ral Trade Commission , having reason to believe that American
Pharmaceutical Co. , a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated the provisions of the said act , and it appearing to
t he Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof ,vould be in
the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges in

that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent , American Pharmaceutical Co. , is a cor-

poration organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Ne\v Jersey with its principal office and place of business at
New Y ork N. Y.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now and for more than 1 year last past has
been engaged in the business of manufacturing, offering for sale , sell525 ,Vest Forty- third Street ,

ing and distributing a preparation containing drugs as "drug"

is de-

fjned in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

The designation used by respondent for its said preparation and
the formula and directions for use are as follows:
Designation: C. S. A. Tablets
Formula: Each tablet contains:
Calcium Succinate 2. 8 grs.
Aspirin 3. 7 grs. plus excipients

Directions for use:
The directions for use appearing on the label are as follows:
When indicated, start treatment with a dose of 3 tablets 4 times daily taken

retiring. After relief from acute pain has
been achieved, reduce dose to 2 tablets 4 times daily and continue for 4 to 6

preferably at meal times and before
weeks. Then

1 tablet 4 times dail~T should be taken for a period of several months

to prevent recurrence of pain.

If fever or other untoward symptoms occur. the physician shoulc1 be consulted.
Children under 14 years of age should receive treatment only upon medical
advice.
Tablets should be swallowed whole with a generous amount of water.

PAR. 3. Respondent causes said preparation , when sold , to be trans-

ported from its aforesaid place of business in the State of New YOI'1\:
to purchasers thereof located in, various States of the United States

other than the State of New York , and in the District of Columbia.
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Respondent maintains , and at all times herein menti~ned has maintained , a course of trade in said preparation in commerce among and
between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its said business respondent
subsequent to illarch 21 , 1938 , has disseminated and caused the dissemination of certain advertisements concerning said preparation by
means of the United States mails and by various other means in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , including but not limited to booklets entitled "C. S. A. Therapy,
"A. P. C. Products Catalog, " and advertising mats and display cards
furnished to dealers; and respondent has disseminated and has caused
the dissemination of advertisements concerning said preparation , including but not limited to the advertisements referrecl to above , for
the purpose of inducing and which were I'ikely to induce , directly or
indirectly, the purchase of said preparation in commerce , as " commerce " is deii.ned in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Through the use of the said advertisements respondent has
made , directly and by implication , the representations shown in the
following subparagraphs , identified as
(a)
to (I) inclusive. The

said advertisements , by reason of the said representations are misleading in material respects and constitute " false advertisements " as,
that term is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act by reason

of the true facts which are set forth in subparagraphs

(1) to

(7)

inclusive.

That C. S. A. Tablets , taken as directed , are adequate , effective
(a)
and reliable treatment for all kinds of arthritis and rheumatism.
(1) C. S. A. Tablets , however taken , are not an adequate , effective
and reliable treatment for any kind of arthritis or rheumatism.
(b)

That C.

S. A. Tablets , taken as directed , will arrest the

progress of , will correct the underlying eauses of ,
arthritis andrheul1latism tlnd prevent their recurrence.

and will cure

(2) C. S. A. Tablets , ho'\vever taken , will not arrest the progress
, will not correct the underlying causes of and will not cure arthritis
or rheumatism , nor prevent their recurrence.
(c)
That C. S. A. Tablets , taken as directed , are an adequate , ef:fec.tive and reliable treatment for the symptoms of arthritis and
rheumatism and will a fforcl complete and immediate relief from the

a ches , pains and discomforts thereof.
(3) C. S. A. Tablets are not an adequate ,

effective or reliable treat-

ment for the symptoms of arthritis or rheumatism; the aches , pains
and discomforts incident to those ailments may be of such nature that
the use of C. S. A. Tablets , however taken , and in other cases the relief afforded will be lim.ited to
such degree of temporary and partial analgesic and antipyretic effects
as their aspirin content may afford in the individual case.
they will be in no 'Way alleviated by
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(4) The effect of C. S. A. Tablets when used in arthritis and rheumatism is limited to temporary and partial relief of minor aches and

pains and fever.

That C. S. A. Tablets can be used over a prolonged period of
(d)
time without harmful effects on the body.
(5) The prolonged administration of C. S. A. Tablets may produce

harmful effects on the body.
That C. S. A. Tablets will not cause gastric distress.
S. A. Tablets may cause gastric distress.
(I) That C. S. A. Tablets are a new djscovery of medical science for
relief of arthritis and rheumatism.
(7) C. S. A. Tablets are not a new discovery of medical science for
reljef of arthritis and rheumatism.
PAR. 6. Respondent' s practice of placing, in the hands of its dealers
(e)

(6) C.

advertising mats and display cards containing some or all of the rep.
l'esentations charged

he-rein as being false and misleading, furnishes
such dealers a means and instrumentality designed to enable and
eapable of enabling said dealers to mislead and deceive the purchasing
public as to the therapeutic value of respondent' s product.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and prar:,tices of respondent have had
the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive , and have misled

and deceived , a substantial portion of the purchasjng public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that the representations and statements
eontained therein were true and into the purchase of substantial quantities of C. S. A. Tablets by reason of said erroneous and mistaken

belief.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COJ.\fl\IISSION

Service of the initial decision of the trial examiner in this

proceed-

ing having been completed on the 30th day of January 1951 ,

notice of intention to appeal having been filed; and
The Commission having, on the 28th day of February

and no

1951 , extended

until further order of the Commission the date on which said initial
decision of the trial examiner would otherwise become the decision of
the Commission; and

The Commission having duly

considered said initial decision

of

the trial examiner and the record herein , and it appearing that the
respondent tendered a stipulation and agreement which the trial
examiner accepted , subject , however , to the Commission s approval
and acceptance thereof , and that the trial examiner , in accordance
with the provisions of said stipulation and agreement , ordered that
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this proceeding be closed without prejudice to the right of the Comlllission to reopen the same and resume trial thereof in accordance

with its regular procedure should the facts warrant such action; and
The Commission being of the opinion that said stipulation and
agreement constitutes an adequate disposition of this proceeding and
that the public interest does not require further corrective action at
this time:

That said stipulation and agreement
same hereby is , approved and accepted.
It is O1'de1'

be ,

and the

I t is f'UrtheT ordered That the attached initial decision of the trial
examiner shall , on the 30th day of October 1951 , become the decision

of the Commission.

I t is f'urthe'l' ordered That the respondent shall , within sixty (60)

days after service

upon it of

this order , file with the Commission a
detail the manner and form in

report in writing setting forth in

which it has complied with the aforesaid stipulation and agreement.
Commissioner Ayres dissenting.

ORDER CLOSING CASE WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Initial Decision by Frank Hier , trial examiner.
Counsel supporting the allegations of the complaint , joined by counsel for respondent , moves to dose this proceeding without prejudice
to reopening the same , should the facts warrant. This motion is
based on an affidavit of reSfJOlldent' s president stating that upon issuance of the complaint , respondent immediately stopped the ad-

vertising and representations complained of , and upon an agreement
executed by the president of respondent but as yet unaccepted and
unexecuted by the Commission , that respondent will not in the future
resume the representations attacked in the complaint. Counsel in Stlpport of the complaint accepts the facts in the affidavit as true and the
agreement not to resume as made in good faith , and urges that the
public interest will be best served by granting the motion. Nothing
to the contrary appearing, the trial examiner accepts the stipulation
for and on behalf of the Comniission ,

mission s

subject however to the Com-

subsequent approval and acceptance thereof in the public

interest , and therefore grants the motion. Accordingly,
I t is oTdered

That this proceeding

be

, and the same hereby is

of the Commission to reopen the
same and resume trial thereof in accordance with its regular procedure
should the facts in its judgment warrant such action.
Before
~fr. Abne1' E. Lipscomb trial examiner.
closed without prejudice to the right

~f1" Edrward

F. Downs

~f1' . Albert T. Sc7W,
213840-- 54---- 100

for the Commission.

of New York City, for respondent.
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J. KAY DAVIDSON , Jr. , NORTON A. DAVIDSON , ETC. , TRADING AS STONE
l\iOUNTAIN GRIT CO. Complaint , :March 1 , 1949. Order , November

, 1951. (Doe-ket

5642.

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to qualities , properties or r~sults of product; in connection with the sale of a poultry
grit designated Stonemo Granite Grit.
COl\fPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com111ission Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act

the Federal Trade Commission , having- reason to believe that J. Kay
Davidson , Jr. , Norton A. Davidson , Charles L. Davidson , Elizabeth
L. Davidson , Florre Jo E. Davidson , and l\famie St. J. Davidson , individually and as copartners , trading and doing business as Stone
Mountain Grit Company, hereinafter referred to as respondents , have
violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission

that a proceeding by it in respect thereof ,vould be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents J. I(ay Davidson , Jr. , Norton A. Davidson , Charles L. Davidson , Elizabeth L. Davidson , Florre Jo E. Davidson , andl\rlalllie St. J. Davidson are individuals and copartners trad-

ing under the name Stolle ~Iountain Grit Company with their prin-

cipal ofHce

and place of business loca teel in Lithonia , Georgia.

PAR. 2. These respondents are

now and have been for more than one

year last past engaged in offering for sale , selling and distributing a
poultry grit designated

Stonemo Granite Grit.

In the course and conduct of their said business ,
cause and have cansed said poultry grit ,

the respondents

when sold , to be transported

from their aforesaid place of business in the State of Georgia to the
purchasers thereof located in the various States of the United States
other than the State of Georgia and in the District of Columbia.
Respondents maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a course of trade in said poultry grit in commerce among and
between the various States of the United States and ill the District of

Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business and
for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said poultry grit

in commerce , as " commerce ~' is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act , respondents have mncle

certain statements and representa-

tions concerning their said poultry grit ,

said statements and repre-

ntations appearing in newspapers , trade journals , folders , circular
letters and other advertising media. Among and typical of such
statements and repl'esenta60ns , but not all inclusive , are the following:

it keeps *

':: birds in better health , free from crop bound and

digestive troubles and effects a definite saYing in feed consumed-up to
STONEl\lO *
keeps digestive systems l1ealthy !
It assures better use of ayailable feed and improved flock health.

200/0.

'"
;); -

'"
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for each M spent for STONEiVIO a saving of 5~ in feed costs is
very certain to occur. More important than the saving in feed costs is the
benefits your birds secure through the improved digestion. They grow and thrive

better-are naturally healthier-produce

better and live longer.

We know that

the foregoing is absolutely true
hen

will eat onl;y 3 to 5~

worth of STONEMO Granite Grit in one year but-

, Brother! What that low cost means to the poultryman in

better health

for his hens, lower mortality, better use of feed and a definite feed saving!
helps to build big lusty pullets that are disease

resistant *

STONEMO '" * It makes feed go 20% further.
* You can feed the fifth hen free.
20% better digestibility means 20% saving in feed costs.
STONEMO saves up tQ 20% on feed.

There is a definite saving in feed costs when you feed STONE~lO Granite Grit.
PAR. 4. By anel through the use of the statements and representations set out in Paragraph Three above , and others of similar import
but not specifically set out herein , the respondents represent and have
re,presented directly and by implication that their poultry grit , Stonemo Granite Grit , when used with poultry ration will keep poultry free

of digestive

or crop-

bound troubles; will keep digestive

systems

healthy: will improve flock health; will increase egg production; will
reduce mortality; -will assure disease-resistant and long- lived birds;

will make feed go substantially further thereby effecting a substantial
saving in feed consumed.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false , deceptive and misleading. In truth and in fact , respondents ' said poultry grit will not , when used with poultry ration , keep poultry free
of digestive or crop- bound troubles; nor will it keep digestive systems healthy. It will not under all conditions improve flock- health
or increase egg production. It will not generally reduce mortality,

nor will it assure

consumed.

disease-resistant or long- lived birds. It will not

effect any substantial saving in feed

respondents of the false , deceptive and misleading state1l1ents and representations set forth herein has had , and
now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substnntial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that. said representations are true , and into the purchase
PAR. 6. The use of

of respondents ' said product as a result of said erroneous and mistaken
belief.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid
herein alleged ,

acts and practices

of the respondents , as

are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
eonstitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Complaint dismissed without prejuclice by the following order:
This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the complaint of the COlnmission , the respondents ' answer thereto , testimony
and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
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theretofore duly designated by it , the trial examiner s recommended
decision and exceptions thereto by counsel for respondents , and briefs
and oral argument of counsel.
The complaint alleges that the respondents , copartners trading as
the Stone j\10untain Grit Company, falsely represented that their
poultry grit when used with poultry ration:
1. \Vill effect a substantial saving in feed consumed , and will increase egg production; and
2. ",Vill keep poultry free from digestive or crop- bound troubles
keep digestive systems healthy, improve flock health , reduce mortality
and assure disease-resistant and long- lived birds.
The record shows that respondents discontinued the complained of
representations approximately one year prior to the issuance of the
complaint herein.
Respondents ' grit consists of small , uniformly graded pieces of
crushed granite rock. This grit when consumed by poultry lodges in
the gizzard. The gizzard is a muscular organ which uses such grit
to crush and grind food eaten by the poultry and thus performs an
important function in aid of the digestive process. ,Vithout any hard
objects in the gizzard , poultry are unable to adequately digest a diet
consisting of anything of a fibrous nature or anything coarser than
finely ground grain mash.
Some raisers confine their poultry to restricted areas and feed thelll
finely ground grain mashes only. Others confine their poultry but
feed them a diet of mashes and whole or coarsely ground grain. Still
others do not confine tlleir flocks , which , therefore , in addition to being'
supplied with a diet consisting of mashes and whole or coarsely ground
grain in varying degrees , are free to pick up grass , seeds and various
other coarse and fibrous foods. The record shows that if grit is furnished to confined poultry fed a diet

containing no coarse or fibrous

results.
results in a better utilization of such diet and therefore a substantial

material requiring grinding, no appreciable saving in feed

However , furnishing a grit to confined

poultry fed a coarser diet

,Vhere poultry are not confined but are permitted to'
range , they require some kind of grit to properly utilize the coarse
and fibrous food thus made available to them. The amount of savings,
in feed which results from supplying such flocks with commercial grit
depends upon the amount of suitable sized gravel present in the area
saving in feed.

poultry have access. There are certain large areas of
the country in which there is not a sufficient amount of gravel naturally
available in the pastures to supply the needs of poultry. In such areas,

to which the

the supplying of grit results in great savings

in feed.

The greater'

shows that even in those areas where there is
available an ample supply of suitable gravel , furnishing a commercial
grit may result in a substantial saving in feed costs.
weight of the evidence
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Where poultry are restricted to a diet not requiring any grinding in
, no saving in feed will result from supplying
them with a grit. But the Commission is of the opinion the knowledge that the principal purpose of grit in a poultry diet is as a grinding agent is so common to poultry raisers that respondents ' representations do not have the tendency or capacity to mislead poultry
raisers into believing that they would effect a substantial saving in
feed by adding respondents ' grit to a poultry diet which contains
nothing requiring grinding. The Commission is therefore of the furthe digestive process

ther opinion that the greater weight of the evidence of record does
not support the allegations of the complaint relating to respondents
representations that the use of their product will

effect a substantial

saving in feed consumed.
The Commission has not considered herein the question of whether
or not respondents ' representations t11at the use of their grit will result in a 20 percent saving in feed are unfair and deceptive in that 20
percent is greater than the actual saving. The complaint does not
raise this question , being limited on this point to the allegation that
respondents falsely represented that the use of their grit will effect a
substantial saving in feed consumed.
The record further shows that better utilization by poultry of their
feed results in better egg production. Therefore , for the same reasons
as stated above in connection with respondents ' representations relating to savings in feed consumed , the Commission is of the opinion that
the greater weight of the evidence of record does not support the

allegations of the complaint relating to respondents ' representations
egg production.
The record also shows that the presence of grit in their diet is a
factor tending to improve the health of poultry. Its grinding action
tends to assure proper utilization of their feed , thus adding to their
general health. Its grinding action also prevents impaction in the
digestive tract of grass and other feeds containing a large amount of
fiber. Also , the presence of grit toughens the lining of the gizzard
preventing erosion which frequently occurs in poultry having no grit
or gravel available. However , the use of respondents ' grit does not
cause poultry to be immune to disease or to all digestive trouble and
. will not always improve flock health , reduce mortality or assure
disease-resistant and long- lived birds. However , as above set out , the
use of their grit will in many eases and to SmIle extent accomplish the
that the use of their grit will increase

results which respondents ' complained of representations claimed

would be accomplished in all cases and to an absolute extent. Also , the
record shows that respondents discontinued

all of these unfair and

deceptive representations approximately one year before the issuance
of the complaint herein. They have employed a new agency to handle
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and they assure the Commission

their future advertising,

that

these

representations will not be repeated.

The Commission having no reason to believe that respondents will
resume these discontinued representations , and upon all of the above

interest does not
require further corrective action in this proceeding at this, time:

circumstances being of the opinion that the public
t is oTdel'

That the complaint herein

be

, and it hereby is , dis-

Commission to institute

missed without prejudice to the right of the
a new proceeding or to take such further or other action at any time
in the future with respect to the subject matter of this complaint as
may be warranted by the then existing circumstances.
Before 111 r. Henry P. Alden trial examiner.
for the Commission.
~b.. IYillimn L. Pencke
of Atlanta , Ga. , for respondents.
M1' . Robe'j't P. i11 cLa1'ty,
NATIONAL RETAIL FURNITURE ASSOCIATION ,

1 Order , December 7 ,
September 11 , 1946.
CHARGE: Combining or

ET. AL. Complaint
1951. (Docket 5324.

conspiring to restrain anc1monopolize trade

through so-called " uniform standards of rail' commercial practices
involving the controlling of distributive channels through boycotts
blacklists , and the cutting off of supplies or others; and the putting
prohibitinto effect of a " Trade R, elations :Movement" , concerned with
ing direct employer-employee selling in large organizations; in connection with the oft' er and sale of furniture and associated products or
articles.

AMENDED COJ\IPLAINT: Pursuant

Trade Commission Act ,

to the provisions

of the Federal

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by

said Act , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
the respondents named specifically and by reference in the caption

hereof have violated the provisions

or section 5 of said act

, and it

appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , hereby issues its amended complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent National Retail Furniture Association

sometimes hereinarter referred to as respondent National Association
is a nonprofit membership corporation organized and existing under

the laws of the State of Illinois , with its principal office at 666 Lake

Shore Drive , Chicago , Ill. , composed of various trade associations , such
as are referred to in the above caption , whose members are , in part
at least , engaged in the manuracture of , or dealing in , furniture anJ
as~ociated products 01' articles , and of corporations , partnerships and
individuals so engaged.

The following named individuals are or have been
1 Amended.

during the time
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hereinafter mentioned officers of said respondent National Association , and as such , and individually, are designated as respondents
herein:
Lorenzo Richards , President.
J urgen Petersen , Treasurer.
W. J. Cheyney, Vice president.
Roscoe R. Rau , Executive vice president and secretary.

The following named individuals are or have been during the time

hereinafter mentioned

Directors of resuch , and individually, are

members of the Board of

spondent National Association

respondents herein:
1-1. Huffard

, and as

THI.med as
T.

""v. 'V. l\10rrison

Edward Adaskin

Neil Petree

C. Ludwig Baumann

l\1axwell S. Porter

Louis Cohen

Haroldl\1. Ituben

Julius Goodman

Frank L. Sedgwick

Clarence Haverty
Howard B. Josselyn

I(alter Kleeman

R. F. Shawan
'Villiam L. Shearer
E. N. Short

Homer Ladd

E. B. Spangenthal

Leo Lehman

Harry Stern

R. H. Levenson

Loren Troost

Richard Link

John Van Den Berg.

III

H. A. ~10ran

and the above-named officers.

The membership of respondent National Association changes from
time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that
nIl of the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically
named as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and
also said respondent members constitute a class so numerous as to
make it impracticable to name them all individually as respondents
herein; therefore , the officers and directors hereinabove named as respondents , as such officers and board members , are also made respondents as representatives of all the members of said association , including
those members not herein specifically named.
PAR. 2. Respondents American Retail Federation , sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent American Federation , is a corpora-

tion organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware
with its principal office at 1627 K Street NW. , 'Yashington , D. C.
composed of trade associations , corporations , partnerships , and

individuals.
The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned officers of said American Federation , and as
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such , and individually, are named as respondents herein:
Delos Walker , Chairman of the board.
Bruce :MacLeish

B. Earl Puckett Vice Chairmen
Clarence Haverty
Walter Morrow , President.
vVilliam Schear , Treasurer.
'V.

F. 'Vade , Jr. , Secretary.

The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned members of the executive committee and
trustees of said American Federation , and as such , and individually,
are named as respondents herein:

Edward N. .Allen
Ralph F. Burkard
T. V. Houser
Nathan S. Sachs
Thomas S. Smith
R. Don Herod

Clarenee Haverty
A. W. Hughes
Harold !1. Lane
Bruee MacLeisch
E. C. :Mauchly

Fred Lazarus

l\lorton J. :May
B. Earl Puckett , and

!lalcolm :McN aughten

Delos "\Valker

Barent S. Vrooman

The membership of respondent American Federation ehanges from
time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that all
of the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically named
as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and also said
respondent members constitute a class so numerous as to make it impraeticable to

name them all individually

as respondents herein;

therefore , the officers , members of the executive committee , and trustees
11ereinabove named as respondents , as such officers , members of the
executive committee , and trustees , are also made respondents as being

representatives of all the members of said respondent American Federation , including those members not herein specifieally named.
PAR. 3. Respondent Illinois Federation of Retail Associations , sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent Illinois Federation , is a
nonprofit eorporation organized and existing under the laws of the

State of Illinois , with its principal office at 140 South Dearborn
Street (suite 737), city of Chieago , State of Illinois.
The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned officers of said Illinois Federation , and as such
and individually, are named as respondents herein:
oseph C. Spiess , President.
:M. C. Penticoff ) Vice president.
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Earl Kribben , Treasurer.
Joseph T. 11eek , Executive

secretary.
The following nRIlled individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter ment1onedll1embers of the Board of Directors of said respondent Illinois Federation , and as such , and individually, are named
as respondents herein:

Al Baskin

Elmer F. Wieboldt

R. M. Black

George 11adigan
Leon :Mandell

C. M. Broughton
Guy Deetz

J. C. Amis

Robert Halbach

C. G. Gilbert
D. F. Kiesau

Harold Lund

J. D. :McCarthy

Charles Osheroff

A. S. Bauer

Herbert Giessing

O. L. Parr

J. C. Brennan

J. A. Long

D. D. Richards , and
A. L. Starshak

Earl Swingle

S. P. Carson
and the above-named officers.

The membership of respondent Illinois Federation changes from
time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that all
of the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically named
as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and also said

respondent members constitute a class so numerous as to make it impracticable to name them all individually as respondents herein;
therefore , the officers and directors hereinabove named as respondents
as such officers nr, d board members , are also made respondents as
being representatives of all the members of respondent Illinois Federation , including those members not herein specifically named.
PAR. 4. Respondent Cleveland Retail Furniture Association somerespondent Cleveland Association is

, Ohio.

times hereinafter referred to as

a voluntary nonprofit association

, with its principal otIice

at

5432

Broadway, Cleveland
The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned oflkers of said Cleveland Association , and as
such , and individually, are named as respondents herein:
R. 'V. Young, President.
B. 'V. Amster , Vice president.
A. L. Federman , Treasurer.
The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned members of the executive committee of re-
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spondent Cleveland Association , and

named as respondents herein:
B. W. Amster
E. W. Brown , Jr.
F. L. Grdina
A. L. 1\::a ufmann

as sueh ,

and individually, are

H. E. ~larder
B. W. J\1arks
L. C. Reidy, and
R.
Young

W. H. Leopold

and the above-named officers of respondent Association.

The following are members of the respondent Association:
(1) Respondent Fish Furniture Shop, Inc. , a corporation , organizecl existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio
with its principal office and place of business at 1829- 31 Euclid A venue
Cleveland , Ohio.
(2) Respondent A. Grdina and Sons , a eorporation , organized

existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio , with
its principal offiee and place of business at 6019 St. Clair Street , Cleveland , Ohio.
(3) Respondent Altman Furniture Co. , a eorporation , organized
existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio , with
its principal place of business at 15012 St. Clair Street , Cleveland
Ohio.

(4) Respondent Colonial Furniture Co. , a eorporation , organized
existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio , with
its prineipal office and plac.e of business at 739 Prospect A venue , Cleveland , Ohio.
(5) Respondent ~:fayer- Nlarks Co. , a corporation , organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio , with its

offiee and prineipal

plaee of business at 414

Prospect Avenue , Cleve-

land , Ohio.

(6) Respondent S. 1\::ohn and Sons Co. , a c.orporation , organized
existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio , with
its princ.ipal office and place of business at St. Clair Avenue and East
105th Street ,

Cleveland , Ohio.

a corporation , organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Ohio , with its principal office
and place of business at 908-10 East 105th Street , Cleveland , Ohio.
(8) Respondent Stern Furniture Co. , a corporation , organized and
(7) Respondent 1Gng Furniture Co. ,

doing business under the laws of the State

of Ohio , with its principal

office and place of business at 7734-42 Broadway A venue , Cleveland
Ohio.

(9) Respondent Ohio Furniture and Nlusie

Co. , a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the State
of Ohio , with its prinei pal offiee and plaee of business at 6321-23 St.
Clair Street ,

Cleveland , Ohio.
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The membership of respondent Cleveland Association changes from
time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that all
of the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically named
as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and also said

respondent members constitute a class so numerous as to make it impracticable to

name them all individually

as respondents herein;

therefore , the officers and executive committee hereinabove named as
respondents , as such officers and members of the executive committee
and the above named corporate respondent members are also made
respondents as being representatives of all the members of said respondent Cleveland Association , including those members not herein
specifie-ally named.

",Vestern Pennsylvania sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent '\tV estern Penn-

PAR. 5. Respondent Trade Relations

Council of

sylvania Council is a nonprofit corporation ,

organized and existing

under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania , with its office at 425 Park
Building, Pittsburgh , Pa. The following named individuals are or
have been during the time hereinafter mentioned officers of respondent
",Vestern Pennsylvania Council , and as such , and individually, are
designated as respondents herein:
",V. H. Burchfield , president.
Frank A. Hegner , 1st vice president.
",Vilmer ~1. Jacoby, 2d vice president.
Joseph Gilbert , secretary- treasurer.

L. J. J\lcAllister , managing director.

The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned members of the Board of Directors of respondent ",Vestern Pennsylvania Council , and as such , and individually, are
named as respondents herein:
Otto A. Kossler
",V. H. Burehfield
lVlartin Kramer
H. 1\1. Epstine
Joseph 1\landel
C. A. Faller
William E. l\lorgan
Joseph Gilbert
S. F. Pollock
Frank A. Hegner
J. D. Poske , and
W. 1\1. Jaeoby
Irwin D. Wolf
Lynford A. Keating
L. S. Kelso
The membership of the respondent vVestern Pennsylvania Council
changes from time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that all of the members thereof at any given time cannot be
specifically named as respondents herein without inconvenience and '
delay, and also said respondent members constitute a. class so numerous
as to make it impractieable to name them all individually as respond-
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ents herein; therefore the members of the Board of Directors of respondent vVestern Pennsylvania Council hereinabove named as respondents , as such members of the Board of Directors , are also made
respondents as being representatives of all members of respondent
",Vestern Pennsylvania Council including those members not herein
specifically named.
PAR. 6. Respondent Retail

Furniture Association

of Baltimore,

Inc. , sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent Baltimore Association , is a corporation 'Organized and existing under the laws of the
State of Maryland , with its prin~ipal office at 12 "'Vest J\1adison Street
BaltimOl' , l\1d.

The following- named individuals are or have been during the

time hereinafter mentioned officers

of said respondent Baltimore

Association , and as such , and individually, are designated as respondents herein:

Raymond Schapiro , President.
Isaac Potts , Vice president.
Charles Feldman , Vice president.
l\1illard Littlepage , Vice president.
R. E. Hegel , Secretary.
Norman Labovitz , Treasurer.
The following-named individuals are or have been during the time
hereafter mentioned members of the Board or Directors of
ent Baltimore Association ,

as respondents herein:
Charles Besche
Herman Fish
Harry Goldberg

Samuel Bugatch
l\forris Fradkin
Stewart Hecht
Theodore Elfont
Gerard Gassinger

respond-

and as such , and individually, are named

l\1ilford Nathan
Solomon Shaivitz
Theodore Siehler
Oliver B. J. I\::rastell
David B. Sonneborn
H. Levenson , and

Jesse

Benesch

The membership of respondent , Baltimore Association , changes

from time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so
that all of the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically
named as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and
also respondent' s members constitute a class so numerous as to make
it impracticable to name them all individually as respondents herein;
therefore , the officers and directors hereinabove named as respondents
"' as such officers and board members , and also made respondents as
being representatives of all members of said respondent Baltimore
Association , including those not herein specifically named.
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PAR. 7. Respondent , the Retail Trade Board or the Boston Chamber
of Commerce , sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent Boston
Board , is an unincorporated association with its office at 80 Federal

, 1\1ass.

Street , Boston
The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned officers or respondent Boston Board , and
such , and individually, are designated as respondents herein:
Edward L. Hubbard ,

President.

H. D. Hodgkinson

Edward H. Presbrey Vice presidents.
E. D. vVarner

Robert A. Johnston , Secretary.
l\lille.r Laufman , Treasurer.
Daniel Bloomfield , Manager.
The following named individuals are or have been during the time

hereinafter mentioned members of the "Governing Council" or respondent Boston Board , and as stICh , and individually, are named as
respondents herein:
Abraham Asher
Ralph U. Brett
H. J. Clapp
Richard F. Fuller
George Hansen
Hazen Jones
Ed win 1\1. Kingsley
H. D. Hodgkinson
R.

VV.

1\1aynard
eil
1\1itton

. Henry Smith
Leon Strauss
F. Frank Vorenberg
A. 1\1. Horne
Edward L. Hubbard
L. B. Hunter
A. J. Jardine
David E. 1\10e, ser
P. A. O' Connell

Paul Schaye

Edward H. Presbrey
Walworth Pierce
E. D. vVarner , and

Frank Schmandt

Joseph 'Viggin

J. G. 1\1cN

E. R.

A. P. Schier

The following are , or have been during the time hereinafter mentioned, members of said respondent Boston Board.
(1) Respondent Jordan 1\1arsh Co.

, a corporation

organized , ex-

isting and doing business under the laws of the State of Massachusetts , with its principal office and place of business at 450 Washington
Street , Boston , Mass.
(2) Respondent 'Vm. Filene s Sons Co. , a corporation organized

existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Massa~husetts , with its principal office and place of business at 426 'Vashington
Street , Boston , l\1ass.
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(3) Respondent R. H. White Corp. , a corporation organized ,

ex-

isting and doing business under the laws of the State of l\fassachuBetts , with its principal office and place of business at 518 "\tVashington Street ,

Boston , l\fass.

(4) Respondent C. F. Hovey Co. , a corporation organized ~

exist-

ing and doing business under the laws of the State of l\1assachusetts
with its principal office and place of business at 33 Summer Street
Boston , l\1ass.
l\10rse Company, a corporation organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the StatB of lVlassachl1setts , with its principal office and place of business at 135 Washington
Street , Boston , l\fass.
(6) Respondent T. D. ,7\Thitney Co. , a corporation organized , exist(5) Respondent Leopold

ing and doing business under the laws of the State of l\1assachusetts

with its principal office and place of business at 39 Temple Place
Boston , l\lass.
(7) Respondent R. H. Stearns Co. , a corporation organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the State of l'tfassachusetts
with its principal office and place of business at 140 Tremont Street

Boston , l\1ass.

The membership of respondent Boston Board changes from time
to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that all the
members of respondent Boston Board at any given time eannot be
specifically named as respondents herein without inconvenience and
delay, and also said respondent' s members constitute a c1ass so nu-

merous as to make it impracticable to name them all individually as

the officers and members of the "Governnamed respondents as such officers , and

respondents herein; therefore ,

ing Council" hereinabove

members , are also made respondents as being representatives of all the
members of said respondent Boston Board including its members not
herein specifically named.
PAR. 8. Respondent New York Council on Retail Trade Diversion

Inc. , sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent New Yor1\: Council is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State
of New Yor1\: , with its principal office located at 60 East 42c1 Street
(Room 4402), New York , N. Y.
The following named individuals are or have been during the time.
hereinafter mentioned officers of said respondent New Y ork Council
and as such ,

and individually, are designated as respondents herein:

Arthur L. Garniss ,

Executive vice president.

Nathan Sachs , Vice president.

, David Freudental , Treasurer.
The following-named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned members of the Exeeutive Committee of re-
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spondent New York Council , and as such , and individually, are named
as respondents herein:
Louis Broido
Delos 'Valker
ohn'Yood
J. E. Davidson
Sidney Solomon

The membership of respondent New York Couneil changes from
time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that all
of the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically named
as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and also said
espondent's members constitute a class so numerous as to make
impracticable to name them all individually as respondents herein;
therefore , the officers and members of the Executive Committee hereinabove named respondents , as such officers and members of the Execu-

tive Committee , are also made respondents as being representatives of
all the members of said respondent New York Council , including its
members not herein specifically named.
PAR. 9. Respondent Associated Furniture Dealers of New York
Inc. , sometimes hereinafter referred to' as respondent New York Association , a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the State of New York , with its principal office at 45 East 17th Street
New York

, N. Y.

The follmving-named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned officers of said respondent , and as such , and
individually, are designated as respondents herein:
Harry :Michaels ,

President.

Nathan S. Sachs , Vice president.
1. Finkenberg, Chairman of the board.
James N. Spear , Treasurer.
Eugene H. Sickel , Secretary.
James B. JHcl\lahon , Jr. , Executive vice president.

The following-named individuals are or have been during the time

hereinafter mentioned

members of the Board

of Governors of the

said respondent New York Association and as such , and individually,
are named as respondents herein:
:Milton S. Ballenberg
George Hammel
John A. Schwarz
C. Ludwig Baumann
J. Selig
S. L. Froelich
and the above-named officers , with the exception of respondent James
B. ~rcl\1ahon ,

Jr.
The membership of respondent New York Association changes from
time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that all
of the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically named
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as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and also said
respondent' s members constitute a class so numerous as to make

impracticable to name them all individually as respondents herein;
therefore , the officers and members of the Board of Governors here-

inabove named respondents , as such officers and members of the Board

made respondents as being representatives
of all the members of respondent New York Association , including
of Governors , are also

its members not herein specifically named.
P .AR. 10.

Respondent Philadelphia Trade Relations Council

, Pa.

some-

times hereinafter referred to as respondent Philadelphia Council ,

is

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State
Pennsylvania , with its principal office at 12 South 12th Street (room

1532), Philadelphia
The following-named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned officers of said respondent Philadelphia Council
and as such , and individually, are designated as respondents herein:
Arthur Bloch , Vice president.

Thomas Quigley, Secretary- treasurer.

The following named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned members of the Board of Directors of respondent Philadelphia Council and as such , and individually, are named as
respondents herein:
Fred Bandler

J\1yer B. Barr
B. Leo Doyle
Carl Fissel1

,Valter T.

Grosscup

Arthur C. H::aufmann

Phili p Kind

J. Richard Shryock
J\1yer Simon

Donald J\1:. Smith
J\Iaurice Spector

Harry I. Stern
Herbert J. Tily

vValter J\lurta

George E. ,Vhitwell
Alexander ,ViIi , and

Raymond Rosen

J uli us N. Zeckha user

and the above named officers.

The membership of respondent Philadelphia Couneil changes from
time to time by the addition and withdrawal of members , so that an
of the members thereof at any given time eannot be specifically
name-d as respondents herein without ineonvenienee and delay, and
also respondent' s members constitute a elass so numerous as to make
it impracticable to name. them all individually as respondents herejn;
therefore , the offieers and direetors hereinabove named as respondents
as such officers and board members , are also made respondents , as
being representatives of all the members of said respondent Philadelphia Couneil , ineluding its members not herein specifically named.
PAR . 11. Respondent Retail J\ferehants Assoeiation of Pittsburgh
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sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent Pittsburgh
ciation is a corporation organized and existing under the laws

Assoof

the

State of Pennsylvania , with its principal office at 1916 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh , Pa.

The following named individuals are or have been during the time

hereinafter mentioned officers
ciation and as such

of

said respondent Pittsburgh Asso-

, and individually, are named as respondents

herein:
Edgar J. Kaufmann , President.

I(arl J. Kaufmann , Vice president.
"'\Villiam H. Burchfield , Treasurer.
Edward

B.

Livingston , Acting secretary.

The following named corporations compose the membership of respondent , Pittsburgh Association , and as such , and individually, are
named as respondents herein:
(1) Kaufmann s Department Stores , Inc. , organized , existing and
doing business under the laws
of
the State
New York , with its
of
principal office and place of business at 5th Avenue and Smithfield St.
Pittsburgh 19 , Pa.

( 2) Joseph Horne

existing and doing business
Pennsylvania , with its principal offiee
business at Penn A venue and Stanwix Street, Pitts-

Co. organized ,

of

under the laws
of

and place

the State

of

burgh 22 , Pa.
(3) Gimbel Bros. , organized ,
place

existing and doing business under

the State of Pennsylvania , with its principal office and
business at 339 Sixth A venue , Pittsburgh 22 , Pa.
of

the laws
of

(4) The

Rosenbaum

Co. ,

of
of

doing business under the laws

principal office and place

of

Pittsburgh , organized , existing and
the State
of
Pennsylvania , with its

business at Sixth Street

and Liberty

Avenue , Pittsburgh 22 , Pa.
(5) Frank and Seder
doing business under the laws

of

Pittsburgh , Inc. , organized , existing and
of
the State of Pennsylvania , with its
business at Fifth A venue and Smithfield

principal office and place
of
Street , Pittsburgh 22 , Pa.
of
said respondent Pittsburgh Association changes
The membership
from time to time by the addition and withdrawal
of
m~embers , so
that all

of

the members thereof at any given time cannot be specifically

nalned as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and
also said respondent' s members constitute a class so numerous as to
make it impracticable to name them all individually as respondents
herein; therefore , the officers and Board
of
Directors , hereinabove
named as respondents as such, officers

and members

of

the Board

Directors , and the above-named corporate respondent members ,
213840-- 54---- 101

are
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also made respondents , as being representatives of all the members of
said respondent Pittsburgh Association , inc1uding those members not
herein specifically named.
PAR. 12. Respondent , Retaill\lerchants Associa tion of Detroit , is an
unincorporated association , with its principal office at 320 'Vest Lafayette Avenue , Detroit , Mich.
The following-na,med individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned officers of said respondent .Detroit Association
and as such , and individually, are named as respondents herein:
Ralph E. l\furphy, President.
Steven J. Jay, First vice president.
Maurice A. Enggass , Second vice president.

T. Himelhoch , Treasurer.
Charles E. Boyd , Secretary.

The following-named individuals are or have been during the time
members of the Board of Directors of respondent Detroit Association , and as such , and individually, are named as

hereinafter nlentioned

respondents herein.

L. C. BeGole

J. F. ~roOl'

Joseph L. Hickey

ames H. Neubauer
Stuart J. Rackham
'V. 'V. Rogers
Jay D. Runkle
Nate S. Shapero
Leo Siegel

R. Hunsinger

Victor 'V. Sincere

Harry Breitmeyer
Dudley Campbell

William Demery
S. F. Dole
Adolph M. Goetz

Charles Kern

Harry Suffrin

Ernest C. Kei'

Ray J. Sullivan

Ralph B. I(ing
A. E. Loyal

Oscar 'Vebber

E. R. :McDuff
John :Miller

Eugene C. 'Vhite
Frank P. ,Y illiams

Edward F. ,Yright

nel the above-named officers.

The following corporations are , or have been during the time here-

inafter mentioned members of said respondent Detroit

Association

and as such are named respondents herein:
(1) Demery and Co. , organized , existing and doing business under

the laws of the State of Michigan , with its principal office and place
of business at 6433 "\tVoodward A venue , Detroit , Mich.
(2) Saks Fifth A venue , organized , existing and doing business
under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and

place of business at 100 New Center Building, Detroit , :Mich.
(3) Ernest Kern Co. , organized; existing and doing business under

, '
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the laws of the State of :Michigan
of business at

with its principal office and place

1030 vVoodward A venue , Detroit , j\lich.

(4) Peoples Outfitting Co. ,

under the, laws of the State

organized , existing, and doing business

of :Michigan ,

with its principal office and

place of business at 150 :Michigan Avenue , Detroit , l\1ich.
(5) Himelhock Brothers & Co. , organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the State of l\1ichigan , with its principal office
and place of business at 1545 'Yoodward Avenue , Detroit , Mich.
(()) Frank & Seeler of Detroit , Inc. , organized , existing and doing
business under the laws of the State of l\1ichigan ,

with its principal

office and place. of business at 1437 vVoodwardAvenue , Detroit , l\1ich.

(7) The J. L. Hudson Co. , organized , existing and doing business
under the laws of the State of j\lichigan , with its principal office and
place of business at 1206 1Voodward Avenue , Detroit , l\lich.
(8) l\lontgomery 1Vard &, Co. , Ineorporated , organized , existing
and doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois , with its
prinicpal office and place of business at 619 1V. Cllicago Avenue
Chicago , Ill.
(9) Sears , Roebuek &, Co. , organized , existing and doing business
under the laws of the State of New York , with its principal office and
place of business at 925 S. Homan Avenue , Chicago , Ill.

The membership of said respondent Detroit Association changes
from time to time by the addition and withdra,yal of members , so
that all of the members thereof at any given tillle eannot be specifically
named as respondents herein without inconvenience and delay, and
said respondent' s members constitute a class so numerous as to make
it impracticable to name them all individnally as respondents herein;
therefore , the officers and Board of Directors , hereinabove named as
respondents as such officers and members of the Board

of Directors

and the above-named corporate respondent members , are also made
respondents , as being representatives of all the members of said
respondent Detroit Association ,

including those members not herein

specifically named.
PAR. 13. Respondent Retail

Trade Board of Providence Chamber

of Commerce is an unincorporated trade
office at 'V est-minster St. ~

Providence ,

association ,

with its principal

R. I. sometimes hereinafter

referred to as respondent Providence Trade Board.
The following-named individuals are or have been during the time
hereinafter mentioned officers of said respondent , and as such , and
individually, are named as respondents herein:
Charles A. Blake , Chairman.
Frank A. vV. Pelley, Vice chairman.
Frank J. Ryan , Treasurer.

Paul R.. L~dd , l\1anager.
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The following-named individuals are or have been during the time
members of the Board of Directors of respondent Providence Trade Board , and as such , and individually, are named
as respondents herein:
H. Albert 'Valker
Frederick 'V. Aldred
Frank E. Ballou
A. P. Avery
A. 'Vilson Barstow
'Yoodworth Bradley
~fortimer L. Burbank
'Villiam S. Cherry, Jr.
Bernard L. Cleary
George L. Crooker

hereinafter Inentioned

Irving Goldberg

Kenneth E. Griffin

Jesse L. Johnson
Stanley B. l\-fasoll

Robert ~1. Parker
Ernest T. Scattergood

Harry Pinkerson

Robert F. Shepard
A. Howard Swanson

:fax Siegal

Frederick B. Thurber and
Albert H. Daly

and the above-named officers.

The following corporations are or have been during the time hereinafter mentioned members of said respondent Providence Trade Board
and as such are named respondents herein:
Co. organized , existing, and doing business under
(1) The Outlet
the laws of the State of Rhode Island , with its principal office and
place of business at 176 vVeybosset St. , Providence , R. 1.
Co. organized , existing and doing busi(2) A. T. Scattergood
ness under the laws of the State of Rhode Island , with its principal
office and place of business at 210 'Veybosset St. , Providence , R. 1.
(3) Rhode Ishmd Supply Company, Incorpornted , organized
existing and doing business under the laws or the State of Rhode Island , with its principal office and place of business at 877 V,Testminster
St. , Providence , R, I.
(4) Crooker Company, organized , existing and doing business
under the laws of the State of Rhode Island , with its principal office
and place of business at 100 Empire St. , Providence , R. 1.
(5) Gladding s Inc. , organized , existing and doing business under
the laws of the State of Rhode Island , with its principal office and
place of business ~t 291 'Vestminster St. , Providence , R. 1.
Troup
Co. organized , existing and do(6) Callender , M:cAuslan
ing business under the It-nvs of the State of Rhode Island , with its
principal office and place of buisness at 239 'Vestminster St. , Providence R. I.
(7) The Shepard Co. , organized and existing, and doing business
under the laws of the State of Rhode Island , with its principal office
and place of business at 259 'Vestminster St. , Providence , R. 1.
The membership of respondent Providence Trade Board changes

from time to time by addition and withdrawal

of members ,

so that
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all of the members thereof at any give,n time cannot be specifically
named as respond('nts herein without inconvenience and delay, and
also said respondent members constitute a class so numerous as to
make it impracticable to name them all individually as respondents
herein; thererore

, the officers hereinabove named as

respondents aR

such officers , directors and the above-named respondent members are

also made respondents as being representatives of all the members of

said respondent Providence Trade Board including those members
not herein specifically named.
PAR. 14. The membership of saic1l'esponclent ,

National Retail Fur-

niture Association and the American Retail Federation is composed

United States , whosq
in business in the various States
the United States ) as well as corporate , partnership and individual
members of the industry, representing approximately 80 percent of
the total output or the furniture industry and associated products or
articles , of the United States , the same being organized for the purpose or promoting the interests or and to seeure friendly relations
of , trade

assoeiations in various States of the

respeetive . members ~ are engaged

and cooperation between the various retail furniture dealers and
dealers in associah:d products or articles in their respective areas and
in the United States and \vith the other members of the furniture industry. ldany of them , in the regular course and conduet of their
bm;iness , pllrc.'hase furniture and said kindred artieles from concerns
located in States Nher than the States in which they are , respectively
loca ted ,

and many of them , in the regular course and colld uct

of

sell and deliver such articles to purchasers in States
other than the States in whieh they, respectively, are located , and in
the District of Columbia , and are variously engaged in interstate
their business ,

commerce.
PAR. 15. Since the

organization of respondent National Retail

Furniture Association and during the past 10 years , the respondents
hereinabove named and deseribed or referred to and eaeh of them

have under varying circumstances and degrees of cooperation , and for
varying differing periods of time entered into , acquiesced in , maintained , carried out or observed and have joined in or participated in
various planned or agreed common courses of action and agreements
understandings combinations and conspiracies to hinder and suppress competition and to restrain such trade and to promote a monopoly therein among themselves , in the interstate sale and distribution of the merchandise hereinabove referred to , in the United States

and in the District of Columbia. Pursuant to and in order to

effec-

common courses of action , agreements , understandings combinations and conspiracies , respondents
have imposed or attempted to impose upon all members of said industry, including one another and including independent manufacturers
tuate and carry out said purposes ,
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jobbers and wholesalers ,

selling agents and others , certain practices
rules , regulations , and requirements more particularly described as
follows:
Respondent National Retail Furniture Association , and the other
respondents , have adopted , promoted , effected and enforced , for ap-

proximately eleven years last past , said uniform standards
called fair

industry,

of so-

commercial practices to be observed by the members of the
including manufacturers , wholesalers , jobbers and other

vendors , among which practices are the foJIowing:

1. No sales will be made directly to ultimate consumers with the
exception of sales to city, county, State , and Federal governments or
other public bodies , and authorities connected therewith , raHroads
and other common carriers; provided , however , that sales to any such
consumers as are above expected shall be for their own use and not for
any other consumer. This applies regardless of whether such ultimate consumer is a friend of any member of the firm , or a friend or
relative of an employee of the firm or of any other concern.

2. No person will be admitted to showrooms or quoted prices except an authorized dealer or his regularly employed agent.
3. No person or firm will be recognized as an authorized dealer
unless such person or firm , actually carries a stock of new furniture
and is listed as a recognized retailer of furniture. Such stock of new
must be representative of a full line and in sufficient quantity to clearly establish that it is used for retail selling purposes and
not as a subterfuge to gain recognition as an authorized dealer.

, furniture

4. Use of effective methods and means to enforce said practices
rules , regulations and requests above

set forth in

this paragraph 15

ineluding use of boycotts and blacklists against members and others
who fail or refuse to abide by and carry into effect said practices
rules , regulations and requests.
PAR. 16. Respondents have also collectively and cooperatively for-

mulated , adopteel and put into operation a " Trade Relations l\'Iovelnent " one of the purposes and objectives of which was to deprive
employees of large industrial and commercial 'Organizations of the.
opportunity of buying furniture and associated products and articles
from their respective employers. The said Trade Relations ~fovement was formulated , adopted and put into operation beginning in
19:18 , but the respondent American Retail Federation did not become
affiliated with it until 1040. Respondents ' purposes and objectives
have been accomplished through respondents ' collective persuasion
direeted at said large industrial and eommereial organizations , some
of ,yhich wel'e, thereby led into acceptance and agreement with respondents ' purposes and objectives , resulting in a substantial number
of the said employees and other buyers of furniture and associated
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products or articles being deprived of opportunities of buying through

the facilities of said large industrial and commercial organizations
and , correlatively, the vendors of said products or articles being deprived of that outlet and method of selling and marketing their said
Various other means were also collectively and
cooperatively used by respondents in said movement to stop consumer
trade from being diverted from r~spondent r~tail furniture merproducts or articles.

chants.
PAR. 17. Said planned and

agreed courses of action , understand-

ings , agreements , combinations and conspiracies and the things done
thereunder , and pursuant thereto, as hereinabove alleged , have had
and have the direct or indirect effect of unduly and unlawfully restricting and restraining trade in commerce in said products between and

among the several States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia; of substantially enhancing prices to the consuming pubEc and otherwise depriving the public of the benefits that would flow
from normal competition among and bet,veen said respondents , except respondent National Retail Furniture Association ,

the American Retail Federation and the other trnde association respondents

and with others not respondents herein; of tending to eliminate and
eliminating, competition , and of tending to create a monopoly in
the sale of said products in commerce.
PAR. 18. The acts , practiees and methods of the respondents , as
herein alleged , are all to the prejudice of the public; having a dangerous tendency to , and lmve actually hindered competition between
and among respondents in the sale of said products in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Col111hission Act;
have tended to create in respondents a monopoly in the sale or said
products in interstate commerce; have unreasonably restrained interstate commerce in said products; and constitute unfair methods of
competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Comm
sion Act.
ORDER GRANTING RESPONDEXT S APPEAL FRO:l\! RULING OF HE~o\RING
EXAl\IINEH AND DISMISSING COMPLAINT WITHOUT PREJUDICE

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the
respondents ' appeal from a ruling of the hearing examiner denying
the respondents : motion for dismissal of the amended complaint here-

, and the answer to such appeal filed by counsel in support of the
complaint; and
It appearing to the Commission that the specific acts and practices
described in the amended complaint and alleged to have been engaged
in pursuant to the planned common courses of action , agreements

